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Engir
o Council
Separate natural gas systems
for both Fulton and South Fulton can be operated successfully,
with favorable rates, the ,engineering firm of Russell and Axon
announced to a joint meelinu of
the Fulton-South Fulton
city
councils here Wednesday night.
The firm had been engaged in
a comprehensive survey for each
community to determine installation and operation costs, potential revenue and other data
involved. The results of the survey
were announced to the councilmen in joint meeting because the
firm found that a
considerable
saving in initial installation cost
could be made if a jointly-owned

supply line and regulator station
could legally be set up.
Volume Nineteen.
The supply line bringing gas toi
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Oct. 6, 1950
Number Forty
town from the Texas Gas maw
transmission line
about three
miles east of
Fulton, and the
Editors Tell Students
iteCtid eK
station
regulating
"stepping
Of Newspaper Functions
down" the
pressure to usable
volume could well serve both
To acquaint students with the
communities,
the
engineers
functions of a county newspaper,
pointed out, adding that gas to
four classes in journalism were
the respective
community systaught this week at Fulton'High
tems could be delivered to each
School. The classes were taught
from the regulator station.
An
in observance of National Newsestimated $26,000 could be savpaper Week, which is this week.
NOTE FOR NOSEY:
ed in building
duplicae
the re facility,
Those weren't barked catfish,
On Monday morning, Mrs. Paul
instead of
they were barking dogfish.
A
Westpheling
taught the senior
For Fulton, the engineers estispecialty for the growlers
English class and on
Tuesday,
mate the system will cost $200,Mr Westpheling taught a senior
000 and will
supply gas to apSince we started running the
class. Two other classes
were
proximately 437 customers with
column "When
the
Children
taught by Vyron Mitchell, genan estimated revenue the first
Make Us Smile" we seern to be
eral manager of the Fulton Daily
year of around $34,000, increasgetting a little more conscious of
Leader.
ing at the rate of
about $1100
the antics of the small fry. It may
The program was arranged by
yearly. Total cost of operation
be possible, even, that having a
William Bentley, new English
Rev. L. R. Still, Jr. of Osceola, for the first Year was estimated
couple of very small fries in our
teacher at the school
Ark-, a young and
increasing
enthusiastic at around $15,750.,
household may be having some
minister of the Christian Church about $650 each year as the line
effect on our general frame
of
has accepted the call to be the load
grows. Estimated profits
mind, but this past week we were
full time pastor of the
First from the Fulton system, around
amused with the tales we heard
Christian Church here. The Rev. $12,000 yearly,
would be adeand saw concerning the totsi:„-Mr. Still is married and has two quate to retire indebtedness and
;
boys, five and seven years old.
build a comfortable margain for
Photo Courtesy Dave Pierce at Denny's Studio
WednesdaY
For instance, on
,See Editorial, page TWO.)
The Fulton Post of the AmerHis call to the church had the future use.
we were returning from the Lake
ican Legion is currently under- unanimous approval of the board
For South Fulton, the enginStreet band stand where Govertaking a survey to determine and the congregation. He was a eers estimate the system
will
nor Clements and other dignitarpublic sentiment for or against visitor in the city on September cost $145,000, and will supply
ies had just made speeches. As we
the proposed U.S. Highway 45 by- 27 and 28, at
which
time he gas to approximately 341 custompassed Gilbert DeMyer's Grocery
pass through the middle of the mached before the
revenue
congrega- ers with an estimated
weblINV Ins wife
Mary and
the first year of around $22,000,
fairgrounds. The YMBC-Legion tion.
the two charming DeMyer lassies
job
sniffing
attended
at
a
the
open
house,
at
Mrs.
and
Browder, Mr. -and
Doug petition circulators hope to gain
HaltY
operating expense
of
Rev. Still has an engaging per- against
sitting in front of the store. We
well done, fifteen of the twenty which nearly 450 people called Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Burke, enough sentiment against the pro- sonality
and has been a minister around $10,430..
stopped to pass thp time of day members of the One and All Club were the following:
The councils will meet separatThelma Carol
Counce; Dianne posed route that, when presented for nearly eight years. He and
and to tell them that all the ac- stand before a beautifully decorJohn Killebrew,
to the Department of Hightways, his interesting family will live ely next week to discuss plans
John Farativity was on Lake Street, but ated dining table prior to their
nda Sue Palmer,'
r.
' might influence them to either in the Christian Church parson- and to examine blueprints, and
Palmer,' they took a dim view of our in- open house last Sunday. Adding bough, L. D. Brooks. King Rose, and
Mrs. Johnson Hill, Homer abandon the idea or survey it else_
the'following week will meet toage on Eddings Street.
formation. Mary told me that she lustre to the already auspicious W. A. Seay, Robert Batts, C. J.
Arian Roberts, David H. Roberts and where.
gether to again
examine
the
had to sit in front of the store occasion were bouquets of flow- Muzzal, William Smith,
Lee Winstead, Mrs. S. H. Ed- ' James W. Roberts.
possibility of the joint supply line
The Fulton County News has
about three more - minutes be- ers
presented -by Mrs.
Ruth wards, Rui Seay, Lavern Satterquestion.
cause the girls just loved to see Scott, Mrs. Louise
Also, Mrs James Palmer, Mrs. been advised that it is the plan of
Killebrew, field. Jack Carter, Roma SatterThe survey is being submitted
the fascinating view when
Homer Roberts, Mrs, J. A. Hemp- the Departmeng to route the bythe Mrs. Cletus Wilbatfks and
Mrs. field, Frances
Brooks, Jewell ; hill.
to the Texas Gas Transmission
little red "violation" sign pops Carl Pirtle. Among those who Rose,
, MarthaHemphill pass through Stephens Street in
Lona- -,garabough, Bess I Dorothy Dale Winsett, Mrs. Lelia
Corporation for their
approval
up after the money runs out of
' the Highlands. The project has
Goulder, Mary Kate Reed, Ocie I Stubblefield, Mrs. Frances Bugg, been on the agenda of the Highand the signing of a contract with
the parking meter.
,
In
the
goodwill
last
of
the
Speight, Rosalee
Winsett, Ber- I
following
Who asked why mothers
Lucy Taylor, Obera Nabors, way Department for several mon- meetings of the Chamber
get
of the respective cities;
nice Smith, Mrs.-John Killebrew
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nabors, Mr. ths and strongly figured in the Commerce for this year an im- that, the Gas Corporation must
gray?
and Margaret Satterfield.
Mrs postponement of the West Ken- portant road event will be noted secure approval of the project
and Mrs. B. A. Winston,
Also, Delen Muriel, Bessie Mae i Richard Carter, Jennings Kearby, tucky-Tennesse Fair this year. A at the meeting to be held at Ful- from the Federal Power
CornAndersen
Mildred
is having
sqme
difficulty
with her
Goulder ,Ola Faye McNatt, Josie I Mr. and Mrs. Doil Phillips, Mrs. delaying order was granted fair gham, Tuesday evening October okays the project, revenue bonds
preokays the project, revnue bonds
cocious and
unpredictible son
Ellen Brooks,!George Moore, Margaret Sue officials however and the event '17..
Candidates for the fourth an- Johnston, Sarah
are sold to finance it and money
Bob. Bob has been the inspiration nual Farm Bureau Queen Content Joan Smith, Mrs. Robert Batts,'Moore, Mrs. Blanche Cohn, Mrs. was held as planned.
The farmers
along this road is obtain•st, a
contract can be let
of an untold
amount of hair- will be selected at district meet- Club president, James McMinn, Verna DeMyer, Carey Frields,
and the people of Fulgham have Ito
begin
construction of
the
raising experiences in the Ander- ings to be held throughout Ken- Mrs. James
McMinn, Eugene Mrs. Carey Frields, Mrs. Ardell
been
looking forward to this
son, Huddleston • and
Bard, Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Will- Sams, Mr and Mrs. I. M. Jones,
Binford tucky starting Oct. 10.
meeting since the surfacing prohouseholds. There was the time
The winner and runnerup
in iams, Mr and Mrs C. A. Williams, I Mrs. Ben Kimberlin, Mrs. Loyce
gram began in the summer. The
when he just up and disappeared each district will compete in the Hattie Isbell, Mr. and Mrs. Ray I Dew, Donald, Mary Alice and
meeting has been delayed until
from home for
(Continued on page ten)
nearly a whole state contest to be held at the Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the surfacing was done. This
day- When Mildred put out the annual convention of the Kendelegation
A
representing the should be the best meeting of
distress signal in the neighbor- tucky Farm Bureau Federation
Fulton Rotary dab appeared be- If* entire year.
'•
hood for his safe
return, she here next month.
fore the Fulton
City
Council
The ladies of Salem Methodist
learned from many reliable sourThe best Farm Bureau chorus
Wednesday night and suggested Church, just north of Fulgham,
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., preces that Bob had secured a three- and speaker among farm youth
that the corporations of Fulton will serve
sented Fulton Rotarians with a
the
meal
and
the
price
dollar fortune and was going to also will be selected at each disand South Fulton jointly under- will be $1.50
splendid review of Mildred
S.
per plate.
Each
stay out as long as it took to trict meeting for competition at
take a rat-poisoning
campaign member of the Chamber of Com- Topp's current best-seller, "Snide
spend it. His talk being a little the Farm Bureau convention.
later this fall.
Please"
as
a
feature
of
the
regumerce is asked to provide a meal
bigger than he is, he returned at The district meetings are schedThe Mayor and council gave a for one guest
lar luncheon Tuesday.
besides himself.
sun-down. But his latest request uled as follows:
favorable nod to the
idea
and
Assuming the first person in
homecoming
fanfare
of
All
the
Murray
school.
Coronation
Commenting
cereon
the
work
of the
is going to be something to conDistrict One, Oct. 18 at Muragreed to meet with the South
her narration of the story, Mrs.
to- monies will begin at 7:45 p. m.
Commerce, C. H.
tend with. Bob wants a "earing ray; Two, Oct. 19 at Russellville; will take place in Fulton
Fulton body to see if joint fin- Chamber of
Patterson held
her
audience'
Warren, secretary said:
will ancing can be
age" because several of the neigh- Three, Oct. 17 at Madisonville, night . . parade, music and the when the football captains
agreed. Under the
speelbound as she related pas,coronation of the
homecoming present the queen with flowers
"We now
have , ninety-one ages from the
bors in his block have one.
plan, the two cities would purIf Four, Oct. 20 at Bardstown; Five,
Greenwood. Brum
unbeaten and escort her to and front her
queen. The. thip far
you see a little fellow with
chase and
a Oct. 10 at phelbyville; Six Oct.
distribute the bait memberk; if every one can kid story.
Fulton Bulldogs will meet their regal position on the fifty-yard
it possible to co-operate in this
"earin* age" take no pity, its on- 13 at Cynthi
themselves.
In a brief business session beundertaking it will
mean
a
ly Bob Anderson, with - perfectly Somerset, and Eighth, Oct- 12 at all-time foe in the Murray Tig- line.
ers tonight (Friday) at the Memgreat deal to both group,. We fore the program, Rotarians regood hearing but an uncontrol- Morehead.
crowd is expected to
huge
A
Miss
orial Stadium. Beauteous
must have, at least, fifty spon- elected Hubert Jaco to memberable amount of imagination.
toship and again initiated its popBetty Gordon Buckingham, se- be in the cheering section
sors, and more if possible.
ular "student" Rotarian plan of
to night to 'help the Bulldogs along
lected by the football squad
Linda. the
precocious darling
the last two years. Each month
reign over the festivities will be in their attempts to remain the
in the Jack Snow household has
Community
Concert
during the school year a student
Norman, unbeaten eleven of this section.
crowned by Wendell
had her parents in something of
is chosen from each of the local
Mrs. Jack Carter, president of To Meet Next
and Jimmy Sisson, football capTuesday
a swivet these last few weeks
high schools to attend club meetthe Fulton Woman's Club antains for the game. Her attendShe's so tiny and dainty you'd
A
Fulton's
meeting
Radio
of
the
Station
Board
of Di- ingsnounced today
Three men from Fulton Coon- ants will be the cheering departthat the
first
hardly expect her to do anything
meeting of the new club year wilt rectors of the Community Conty were included in the 13-man ment of Fulton High.
Plea To Get FCC Study be
but coo, bui,.she really gives with
Association will be held,
held Friday afternoon (today) cert
draft quota from the three counTonight's
full
schedule
of
Chestnut Glade Dresses
the lingo. One day recently- she
Fulton's proposed radio station, and that Tom Elam, prominent Tuesday night, October 10 at the
ty area. The men are: J. C Jack- events will start off with a big
walked into the room after
a son, Crutchfield; Thomas
Woman's
For Big School Festival
Club,
Mrs.
David
Sundthe
past
sight
dropped
Union
in
from
City attorney and
Ed- parade led by
Army
Fulton's crack
good night's sleep and commentward Hoodenpyle, Crutchfield band.
two months, is very much alive, Colonel will be the
principal wick, president said today. The
The biggest event of the year
ed to the grown folks that
"I and Bill Liliker of Cayce.
The parade will form at the according to reports reaching speaker. Mr. Elam's talk will fol- meeting will be held hallowing will take place in
slept like a hog". Then on driving
the Chestnut
the
meeting
of
the
The men passed their physicals Methodist
here
The
this
application
week.
low
the theme of the international
Music Depart- Glade
church at 7 o'clock
Conmumity tonight, (Friwith her parents on their way
several weeks ago.
and will proceed down Carr to Is on the desk of the Federal relations program, of which Miss ment.
day) when the Chestnut Glade
home, Linda kept up a constant
According to Mrs. Effie
K. the stop light on Lake
Several important items of school will present its
Street, Communications Commission in Mary Martin is chairman. The
chatter, incessant we might say.
annual
Phillips, clerk at the local Selec- down Lake, and
around to the Washinton now, and will slide Army man will touch on the sit- business are scheduled and
a school fair.
Papa Jack was
getting a little tive
all-powerful
under
Service
its
magnifyBoard No. 39 in Seigel factory
uation
in
Korea.
and up
full attedance is urged.
Third
weary of the conversation, as all
Barkers, music, contests, antiClinton, there will be three pre- Street, to the football field.
ing glass within the next month.
Smith Stephens, new band diof us do with the infant prattle,
que, flower, canning,
cooking
induction calls this month. On
An authority advised, however, rector at the South Fulton School
For the first time this season
Mr. and Mrs
Milton
Exum poultry
and said to her. "Linda, please
and agricultural displays
Oct. 10, 15 men will be called, an Fulton's Band will perform
on that it will be next Spring before will be presented in a vocal se- spent Monday in Memphis
on
shut up, you've done nothing but
will be attractively arranged for
the 18th, 10, and on the 25th, 15 I the field, as will the band of the any air waves start vibrating.
lection.
business.
talk- since we left home."
the hundreds of spectators
To
to
which Linda replied . . . "I know
it Daddy, I talk just like a dope."
see.
The Sidonia-Chestnut
Glade
And she isn't as big as a minuba_sketball game will also be held
te.
at 7:30 p. m
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Flowers and Happiness Greet Visitors At Sunday
'Open House Of One and All Community Club

LAST GOODWILL OF
CC' OCTOBER 17

FARMS QUEENS TO
BE SELECTED NOW

!

COUNCIL HEARS PLAN
FOR RAT CAMPAIGN

ROTARIANS HEAR
MRS. PATTERSON

Fulton Homecoming Game
and Queen Coronation Here

---------------t

WOMAN'S CLUB IN
OPEN MEET TODAY

THREE FULTON MEN
LEAVE IN DRAFT

Newspaper Mirrors History In This Passing Parade

The other day when we talked
to a group of High School seniors
on National Newspaper Week, we
thought we'd ask the boys
and
girls what a live-wire newspaper
could do to help them. We didn't
get a very enthusiastic response,
in fact no response at all, until
we commented on the fact that
there were only four boys in the
class . . . and twelve girls Then
came the outburst, "find more
boys for Fulton." We hadn't realized the situation was so critical,
especially with most of the fellows "going steady." And with
war scares and boys going off to
the Army • . gosh, things are
tough everywhere.
MRS. JEWELL IMPROVED
The many friends of Mrs. Leland Jewell will be delighted to
know that she is improving at
her home on Carr Street after
being stricken with asthma while
on a vacation trip to the Ozarks.
The News staff wishes for her a
speedy recovery.

Mary-Nelle Wright
This is National Newspaper
Week. In years past the week set
ne*Spaper
aside to honor the
folks who turn out your newspaper has meant little to me except that here was another period taken out of the calender to
pay special tribute to some particular group or other. What with
the News editors flitting here
and there making speeches tellnewspaper
ing of the part the
plays in the daily lives of Fultonians I often wondered how such
a profession had- come so far in
preserving the Constitution givof "freedom of the
en right
What a hearty Mt the
press."
early editors must have. been!
The ,:hance to get a glimpse
of the work of an early editor
was given the News editors by
Harry Murphy, who trusted them
with the care of a copy of the
Weekly Fultonian, published on
December 11, 1880. This issue is
Vol. 1. No. 48, and published long
before the City of Fulton was

municipality.
incorporated as a
Yes, it was a year before President James A. Garfield was assinated by Charles G. Guiteau.
The issue was edited by Charles M Walker, whom I believe
was typical of his day. Whether
or not there was a dearth of local news in unknown to us, because Mr. Walker certainly didn't
reporting
concern himself with
all the local happenings of that
day Some things he did publish
though on the local scene and if
memory serves I imagine that an
advertisement
headed "Cohn's
Column" is one inserted by the
father of the late Seldon Cohn
which described his merchandise
in that manner: "Everything the
farmer wants can be found at
"Everything the mdrCohn's;
chant wants can be
found at
Cohn's;" "Everything the young
ladies want
can be found at
Cohn's," "Everything the old men
v-int can be found at Cohn's,"
etc In fact, anything that any, , could reasonably want, in th,.,

dry goods line, could be found at for Hartford, Aetna Phoenix, of
Hartford, Home, of New York;
WM. COHN'S.
of
On another page we found the and the Insurance Company
advertisement of H. Dunlap North America. He was also
a
Murphy who owned a wholesale dealer in wheat and corn. Mrs.
and retail grocery. Mr, Murphy, Frank Cole of 112 Eddings Street
Mr
an uncle of Mrs. Eliza White of is a daughter of the late
Fulton, built the brick residence Eddings.
Joe Wade had a furniture facon Carr Street next to Mrs. R. H.
Wade. Re also built the one in tory and planning mill and his
the
across from
which Mrs. White now lives. The home right
grocery which Mr. Murphy own- Browder Milling Company. There
ed was probably the largest one are those of us who remember
of its kind in this section of the his house which was torn down
country.
a year or so ago for the present
Another ad was for Beard and mill expansion.
The first ice cream parlor in
Collins grocery which said, "To
make their Fulton belonged to Mr. Frey, the
those who wish to
own Mince Meat and wish a pure step-father of the late Si Vancil.
article of spirits to make it with, Mr. Frey's business was where
should give us a call". This gro- Huddleston Hardware Company
where Bald- is now. Adjoining the bakery and
cery was located
ridge's store is now. The second ice cream parlor was the Usher
floor of the building housed the and Barry Tobacco Barn whose
the
Collins family while the third main office was located at
Collin's Hall present site of the City Hall.
floor was called
W. W. Meadows owned a dry
where meetings of all kinds were
Meadows
the
goods store in
held
Drug
Bennett's
Bruce B. Eddings was agent Block where

Store now stands. His ad stated
that the latest styles in Ladies'
Cloaks and
Dolmans had just
been received there. (The DOLMAN had me stymied until I consulted Mr. Webster and found it
to be "A Woman's
cloak with
cape-like
pieces
instead
of
sleeves.")
Leet's Hotel stood where
the
Earle Hotel is now. Mr. Leet had
a daughter
renowned for her
knowledge in music who
gave
piano
lessons to many Fulton
Belles of that day•
Dr. J. R. Luten, Mrs. Robert
Bard's grandfather was a general
practitioner here who built
a
home where Hornbeak's Funeral
Home now stands.
J. W. Boyd,
Mrs.
Mozelle
Crafton's grandfather owned
a
big flour mill which covered the
ground from Irby's Fashion Shop
to the Kentucky Hardware Store.
J. W. Blythe's Store was said
to be "crowded with very fine
(Continue on page five)

2-County Siging Meet
To Be Held Oct. 8th
The Fulton-Hickman County
Community Singing will be held
Sunday, October 8 at Springhill,
four and one half miles north of
Highway 51. The public is cordially invited to attend by Leonrd Lampkin, president of
the
Singing Convention.
The Kentucky Quartet will be
featured at the Singing Convention.
LEAVE FOR LIBERA
Mrs. Harry Allison and son.
Norman, left Monday night for
New Orleans. They sail on Friday Mr Libera to join Mr Allison who returned last month to
resume his
position of factory
manager for the Firestone Plantation Company at Cape Palmas.
Mrs. Minion and Norman 1..iver
spent the past month
visiting
relatives and friends in
Akron
ton, Canada.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

ial tribute to hard work and lots of it. Not too
long before the open house the women decided
to spend the day at the clubhouse
not to
sit and chat, but to paint, shellac and varnish
walls. They brought their lunches and their

Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.

work clothes and when the day was ended,
before them they had shining hand-rubbed
walls, which presented a sight of beauty 'and
security- In that clubhouse the walls represent

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.

an enclosure of social security for a group of
people who love the same things, talk the same
language and enjoy the same pastimes.

Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
Friday, October 6, 1950

Price Of Liberty
Since the Hoosier State Press Association
champion of a
has been such a vehement
free press, it was logical that the first question put to the panel of six individuals in the
Newspapers On Trial event at the recent convention should concern their conception of the
term "freedom of the press." Their answers
proved beyond any reasonable doubt that the
price of liberty is eternal vigilance and that
.upon newspapers rests the chief burden of
maintaining this vigilance.
Within an hour before four members of
the panel gave their definition of the meaning
of freedom of the press they had heard it defined by Grove Patterson, editor of the Toledo,
Ohio, Blade. And yet, sixty minutes later the
four signified that freedom of the press means
a privilege granted to newspapers. The other
two members of the panel correctly defined
freedom of the press as meaning a right granted to the people, but upon questioning, admitanswer only two
ted they had learned the
days before when it was explained at a meeting they had attended.
If a group of six mature individuals, far
above average in intelligence, are unaware
of the real meaning of the constitutional guarantees, What can be expected of the great mass
of the people who never
pause to consider
why they attend the church of their .choice,
why they may speak their minds freely, why
they may assemble in meetings without a government permit, why they may resort to the
courts for redress AND why they may have a
press free of government domination. Those
are the five rights granted in the first amendment, the five liberties which require constant
vigilance to preserve. Those are the five liberties which do not exist in the iron
curtain
countries, much as the
people might want
them. To say that it cannot happen here
is
wishful thinking when we realize it has happened elsewhere and will happen here unless
the people aAii informed of the real meaning of
these freedoms.
•
Can newspapers, by accepting the burden
of continuing day-.by-day vigilance, save the
day? The primary
election in Indiana last
month proved they can. Not in many years
have the newspapers of Indiana carried
on
such a militant campaign to convince the people of their duty and obligation to vote in the
primary election. The results paid off in the
heaviest vote recorded in many an election.
And that came when public apathy to voting
in a primary was at its peak.
Yes, newspapers can no i, IF they too
understand the real meaning of these constitutional freedoms and IF they realize their
responsibility is greater
than any agency in
the maintenance of these-freedoms because of
their very nature. It cannot be done by an
annual observance of one week in a year during which the press is glorified It is an every
day, every week project that emphasizes the
need for vigilance to preserve not only one—
a tree press—but all th-2 liberties. It can be
done if newspapers, under such a program of
vigilance, bring about understanding of the
real meaning of these freedom.—The Indiana
Publisher.
Ed's Note: During National New ipaoer
Week, which is this week, cultivate a new
awareness of the freedom that the press offers
And feel free to call on us at any time we can
help with your problem toward preserving

We cannot overestimate our pleasure in
visiting that One and All Community house.
We wish that hundreds more would have call.c.1 to see what real ambition can do.

To the One and All Club, and to all the
thriving, compact little communites around
Fulton who have build community centers we
offer heartfelt congratulations. They know
what they want and they go after it,

Beginning this week
withholding taxes
deducted from the salaries of employees will
be increased about one-fifth. To our knowledge the new ruling has
never been made
clear since the increase in weekly deductions
does not reflect an increase in income taxes.
Recently we read.Where the increase was
intended to eliminate paying additional taxes
at the end of the year, and mainly to reduce
the "take home" pay of the employee so that
there would be less incentive to spend all that
he, makes.
It would be such a public service if somebody would let Mr. Truman in on a big secret.
With the cost of living sky-rocketing as it is, a
fellow can hardly buy the things he needs,
much less spend a lot on things he doesn't
really need.
We're living on a balloon. Management
increases its products because labor got
a
raise .. then labor comes along and asks foy
another raise because management increased
the price of its products. We get awful amused
when we look on the harried days of demobilization when free
enterprise asked that all
price control be lifted so that prices would level off to a normal degree. We've had five
years of that "so-called leveling" and coffee
is three times what it was in 1945. Black pepper, heavens knows why, is nearly six times
its pre-war level ... and meat ... its a luxury
to eat a neck-bone.
One of these days, and we can hardly see
how it will be so much longer, the economy
of this country is going to blow up higher
than an atomic bomb. We refer
you to an
amazingly revealing story in last week's Time
magazine.
At any rate, taxes are going up again. If
you were to ask us, the difference in profit
and loss these days is what we pay to the government for taxes .. . and they're not deductible.
You figure it out.

Baaf,1950 Model
Countless volumes of fiction have been
written about the Wild West, its
covapoys,
Texas steers, cattle rustling and driving

of
herds over long trails. It makes exciting reading, especially with a little gunplay thrown in.
But how good was the meat produced in
those days? If one judges by the pictures of
the "critters" of fifty years ago,
compared
with the modern beef animals that you see
today on the larger ranges as well as small
farms, the difference is almost unbelievable.
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eating compared with the short-legged, heavy

A Dream Fulfilled

ers have been as busy producing new "beef
models" as automobile manufacturers have
been producing new car models. The consumer of meat, however, does not realize this. He
has no idea of the cooperative effort that has
taken place between the cattle raiser and the
meat packer and the technical advances that
have been made in processing meats in order
to produce uniform quality that was unknown
a few shOrt years ago.

those within our gates. We have
not learned that there are those
who shout of protecting our freedom when what they actually
mean is that they would deprive
us of our liberties and our freedoms under guise of safeguarding them.
It is hoped that each person
who signed the Crusade-For-Freedom Scroll read carefully what
it said. The declaration:
"I believe in the sacredness and
dignity of the individual. I believe
that all men derive the rigid to
freedom equally from God. I
We have been willing to give. pledge to resist aggression and
freely of our blood when we knew tyranny wherever they appear
the enemy. But we are a people on earth." The line, "resist aggreswho regard all of our cam as ion and tyranny wherever they
friends. We are provincial, yes. appear" can most certainly be
There still is, in many places in construed to mean here at home
the south, a feeling of antagonism as well as on some far-off continand suspicion of yankees.
ent.
The west looks with quiet but
And, that is why we should be
indulgent scorn on the east, which concerned about the attack on
is the east and south so far as the fundamental liberties by Congrwest is concerned. And,Texans, of ess. And, why we should hope the
course, look on all of us as some- Congress that takes office in Janthing of an inferior bunch that uary will pass a sensible law to
they must humor.
protect our nation and at the
But we have not yet learned same time, genuinely safeguard
that our most vicious enemies are our freedom

Sermonette Of The Week

•

Sa 2/a4.4 li./aott Peace
From The Files:

"Isiito.4.0fy Bach Titi eloch
OCTOBER 3, 1930:
Thirty-nine students from Fulton county enrolled in the fall
term of Murray State teachers
college this year. Those from Fulton included James Martin Bard,
William C. Boyd, Mary Laverne
Burnett, Rached Byrd, Grace
Elizabeth Carter, Ruth Donoho,
James W. Gordon, James Grissom
Lucille Greene, Elizabeth Griffin,
My Frances Herring, Adeline
Hamra, Louise King, Jean Moon,
Lillian McAdams, R. V. Putnam,
Mary Shupe, Anna Watt Smith,
Fern Snow, Mary Elizabeth Stevenson, Mildred Wade, Frances
Williamson, Ruby Yarbro.
Forest Rachel Ellege and William Harmon Parrish were married Friday at the Ellege home on
Fourth Street They will make
their home in Union City.
With factories smoking again
and harvests marketed, money is
again being circulated and the
beginning of the end of a keenlyfelt business depression seems to
be in sight.
Mary Hughes Chambers and
Herlston Baker were married at
the First Baptist Church Sept.
25th. They will reside in Mayfield.
Fred Collier and Carl Worley,
Jr. made the first-month honor
roll at McFadden school this
month. They are in the first
grade. Second-graders making
the honor roll
included R. A.
Brown and Glen Underwood;
third graders, Joan Collier and
Louis Brown.
A new Diamond service station,
built and owned by Joe Browder,
has opened at the corner of Lake
Street extended, and highway 45.
A. L. Harvey has been named
manager.
The following officers have
been elected by the Jordan PTA:
Jim Marshall Alexander, President; Clyde Lassiter, Wee-President and Wilmer Cruce, Sec-Tress.
A young miss arrived at the
home of Mr and Mrs. Mirchie
Harris at Austin Springs this past
week. She answered to the name
of Linda Sue.

October 2, 1925:
John 0. Hill, 80, passed away
Tuesday evening at the home of
his son, J. J. Hill on
Second
Street.
The Fulton Lions Club awarded three prizes for the best essays on the U. S. Constitution :to
the following students: lit, Paul
Tucker, South Fulton; 2nd, Erma
Coleman, South Fulton: 3rd, Robert Duncan, Carr Institute, Fulton.
The fourth annual meeting of
the Walnut Log Medical Society,
ccrnposed of Tennessee and Kentucky doctors, was held this week
at the Walnut Log hotel.
Mrs J. C. Brann, new president, conducted the first general
meeting of the Fulton Woman's
Club for the year 1925-6.
Judge Camille
Kelly of the
Juvenile Court, Memphis, will
deliver an address at the
First
Methodist Church in Fulton tonight.
Mrs. G. H. Dickey, librarian of
the Fulton Library ever since it
was taken over by the Woman's
Club three years ago, has resigned to move to Milan, Tenn., and
rejoin her husband.
Her place
will be taken by Miss Inez Binford.
To take up your telephone receiver and listen in to the best
radio broadcast programs without
the trouble of tuning in, is a new
sensation . . . but one in which
far-reaching developments have
made practical. One may simply
call Central and ask to be connected, then settle back in a chair
and listen contentedly with the
telephone receiver instead of the
customary headphones.
Mrs. Adie Nolan and
sisters
Mrs. Mattie Hopkins and
Miss
Annett Paschall
entertained at
tea Thursday afternoon . • . Mrs.
L. 0. Carter was hostess for the
Drama department Thursday . . .
Mrs. Dick Bard entertained at tea
Thursday for Mrs. J. M. Walton,
Paducah, and Mrs. Gus Bard, a
recent
bride . . . Mrs. Bertes
Pigue entertained the Lotus Club
membership Wednesday.

By Joseph Breig
by God; and within its simplicity
One of the most startling facts is hidden the divine wisdom
of history is that we hold the sec- which sees the solution of all our
ret key to the future of the world. apparently insoluble complexitI mean the key that was given to ies. Peace with Russia is possible;
us at Fatima. And one of the sad- but it must be the peace of justice
dest facts is that we have not been and love. It must be the peace of
using it as constantly and as ef- true Christianity.
fectively as we should.
Such is the secret of Fatima;
When I say that the key is a that if we want peace, we must
secret key. I do not mean, of obey God. The industrialist must
course, that anybody is hiding it.* obey God in his treatment of
Quite the contrary. It has been workers. The worker must obey
cried from the housetop. It has God in giving a good day's work.
been offered to everybody. Why, The printer must obey God by
it is even popularized in a mod- ceasing to tempt millions with
ern song.
published sensuality.
Nevertheless, secret it reamins, Do we want peace? . Then let us
because most people are not in- earn it .
terested. They are not interested
because they do not believe.
Nothing is so hidden as that from
RUPTURE
Sensational New Invention
which we turn away our eyes and
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
our minds. And so the human
race goes on suffering, because it
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
CITY DRUG COMPANY
will not attend to the facts of Fat408 Lake St.
ima.
Phones 71, 428
Facts they are, proved to the
hilt. The Virgin Mary, mother of
our Redeemer, appeared to three
DON'T
shepherd children near the town
of Fatima, Portugal, in 1917. She
NEGLECT YOUR CAR'S
prophesied the end of World War
COOUNG SYSTEM!
1 She warned of the approach of
Scrim/a Ina coady motel aouble
World War 11. She laid down a
may result (torn delea-uve cool.
program which, if
followed,
ins. Play sate . *nth every
motor check-up ot overhaul
would have averted it.
hare thecroohng system checked
"If what I say is done," she said,
by spermlou.
"there will be peace. If not, RussHave your garage or screws
ia will spread her errors through
statIon call us to. When core
replacement is necessary, We
the world." Those errors, she said
use Lake Radi•tor Cores . .
would give rise to wars and other
they're GUARANTEED.
catastrophies.
The peace program laid down
Pierce Walker
by Our Lady seems simple; and it
LANZ
Beelerton
IS simple: prayer and sacrifice.
But it is the program given to her

WA2111116!

the Sietson is pottofthe matt

Are you on the go?
Then you can't
beat the Stetson
Stratoliner. It's neat,
yet as streamlined
and stylish as a Jet
plane. This soft,
lightweight fur felt
hat is a wonderful
traveling companion,
no matter where
you're going. Come
in and sot it soon.

the

STETSON
Stratoliner
$10

Dick Oberlin:

64e4h4e4

The long-legged rangy steer of the two-gun
period looks like he would be pretty tough

the angular automobile of the early 1900's and
the slick, streamlined product of 1950.
The meat packing industry and the farm-

few could do so much. With only twenty members in the organization they have built a clubhouse worthy of a group containing hundreds
of members. Not only is the clubhouse a monument to their planning and vision, but a spec-

by tvleFsatters

TaxeslUp Again

these liberties.

We had a feeling of mixed emotions. Primarily we had a feeling of amazement that so

TI?irtieth

As it stands the reception room and the
beautifully equipped kitchen would do credit
to the couhtry club of any large city and after
talking to many of the members we can easily
see how it was done.

set, well fattened animals that go to the packing houses today. There is just about as much
difference between them as there is between

Sunday afternoon we accepted the invitation of the One and All Club to their open
house, commemorating the official opening of
their beautiful clubhouse.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

day, December 7, 1941. But fright
ened Certainly Nice were not
We know, as a sort of inherited knowledge, as a fact we simply
grow up understanding, that the
freedoms which we cherish are
things which must be defended.
We have, time after time, gone to
their defense.
We know th,at Thomas Jefferson was classicly right when he
said, nearly 200 years ago: "The
tree of liberty must be refreshed
from time to time with the blood
of patriots and tyrants. It is its
natural manure."

One word, it seems to me, well
summaries the state of the nationalarming. And passage by Congress of the anti-subversive, concentration camp bill, and its
frightened over-riding of President Truman's courageous veto
made it much worse.
We were on the threshold of becoming a police-state---like Hitler-Germany, like Mussolini-Italy
like Stalin's Russia--before that
measure which slashes ruthlessly
at the life-roots of our nation became law. Time will tell if we
actually leaped over the threshold
when this bill was passed.
Congress deserves naught but
denunciation for the fear and
hysteria - - the fear of losing an
election and the hysteria engendered by fear----which prompted
its action.
The most level-headed analysts
of Washington politics are agreed
to a man that our Senators and
Representatives feared for their

Okel.aalivoid

political lives and that's the only
reason they voted the bill into
law and so enthusiastically overrode the Presidential veto.
When
our
lawmakers are
prompted by such selfish motives,
it's time to get a new Congress,
it's time to retire the frightened
little men and elect as our official
representatives in the government men of stature and courage.
If it is true that the people of
this nation are gripped with an
hysterical fear of Communists
and Communism—and that is the
premise on which Congress acted
then the position of these elected
officials is understandable. Few
believe that is the case.
People were hysterically frightened when Orson Welles threw
us for a complete loss one Sunday
afternoon with his Men-from
-Mars broadcast. We were shocked--almost into stupor--at what
happened at Pearl Harbor on Sun-

RAMMIN'S

* QUALITY SHOP * /
302
ST. FULTOfl, KY.
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Miss Coplen and Mr. McAskill Married
In Beautiful Ceremony in Wingo Church
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in the Crusade
For
Freedom
Paducah Couple Buy
orated
with
bouqueta of fall booth.
Florida. The
double-ring cereflowers and lighted tapers.
Hostess fdr the October meet- Studio From Denny
mony was
read at
half-after
Following,the supper the regu- ing will be Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr.,
Mr and Mrs. David Pierce of
three o'clock, by Rev. Scott Johnlar monthly meeting was held Mrs Elizabeth Snow and
Mrs.
have
purchased the
with Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, presi- Jack Speight. At the close of the Paducah
son, of Cooksville, Tennessee, bedent, presiding. The meeting op- meeting delicious frozen custard photography business known as
fore a large
group of relatives
ened with the advance of colors was served. The custard was giv- Denny's Studio. Mr. Pierce
has
and friends of the couple.
Frank Neal, owner of the
followed by a song, "My Country en
had years of experience in
the
'Hickory
Arrangements of white gladioli
Log
Tis of Thee" accompanied
by
picture field and comes to Fuland glowing
candles
against
Mrs. J. B. ManleyMrs. Allen
ton well qualified
banked ferns smilax, and huckleAustin led in prayer. The secre- MRS. MAXWELL McDADE
berry, formed a beautiful backtary called the roll and minutes ENTERTAINS THURSDAY
The Denny's have moved
to
ground for the wedding.
were read and approved. A good WITH DINNER PARTY
Do you suffer distress from
Anderson, Ind., where they plan
selections by
Musical
Billy
financial report was given by the
to
enter
business.
Mrs. Maxwell
McDade was
Luther,
pianist,
included "0
treasurer This part of the meet- hostess to a lovely
The Pierces will be a welcome
dinner party
Promise Me (deKoken), and "Being closed with the retirement Thursday evening
addition
to the business,
;
eii$3416.
civic
complimenting
Cause" (d'Hardelot), and the
of colors, after
which a lovely the members of her bridge
and social life of Fulton.
club
traditional wedding marches.
musical program was presented and two
visitors, Mrs. Fred GibA lovely picture was formed as
by Mrs. J. B- Manley and John son and ,Mrs•
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Bob Binford.
the bride approached the altar
Austin. Mrs. Manley's first song
A lovely arrangement of orchid
which makes yew
where her attendants, her three
was "Ah Sweet Mystery of Life" mums in
a crystal epergne, flankNERVOUS several
sisters, stood to await her. EnterMrs. Rawls then acknowledged ed by
days 'haters
candles centered the preting the church on the arm of her
ur special guests, one gold star ty appointed
Dofemale lunedining room where
brother-in-law, J. D.
mother, Mrs. Lee Myrick
Holmes,
and a delicious two course dinner was
tional monthly
who gave her in marriage, the
three past presidents, Mrs. Earl served.
ailments make
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
beautiful bride was attired in an
Taylor, Sr., Mrs. Elizabeth Snow
Bridge was enjoyed during the
restless, weak--at such. times,
exquisite- kown of candlelight saand Mrs. R. L. Harris.
or Just be/ore your period?
evening with Mrs. William Blacktin
and
illusion.
The
off-shoulder
Then start taking Lydia E.
The installation services were stone receiving high score prize
neckline was joined to the yoke
Pinkham's Vegetable Comthen opened by Mrs. Rawls and for the members and Mrs. W.
L.
pound about ten days before
of illusion by a wide
illusion
each incoming
officer was es- Holland low. Mrs. Gibson receivto relieve such symptoms.
bertha, caught to soft gathers by
corted to the front by the Ser- ed guest high.
Pinkham's Compound works
Value throughout-sod easy to own-,
tiny satin roses,
through the empathetic nercentered with
geant of Arms- All the
special
Members attending were: Mes- liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it nom
vous system. Regular use of
seed pearls, and finished on each
models-11124.95-$179.95.
guests and
incoming
officers dames Blackstone, Holland, HomLydia Pinkham's Oceopound
side by a narrow ruffle of the
were presented with lovely cor- er Wilson, Howard
helps build upresistanceagainst
BENNETT
Edwards,
ELECTRIC
illusion. The fitted bodice closed
this annoying distress.
Mrs.-Leon Clark McAskill, Jr., pictured above is the farmer
sages. Mrs. Manley then render- Horton Baird, Russ Anderson.
217 Main
Fulton
Truly the toontan's friesidf
in the back with satin-covered
ed her second number dedicated
Miss
Ava
Nell
Coplen,
daughter
of
Mrs.
A. T. Hale of Fulton,
Note: Or you may refer
buttons, and
points
over the
to the new officers. The installal
Lydia E. Pinkham's T
who was married in the Wingo Baptist Church on Sept. 16
hands distinguished the long fittion service was then concluded
with added iron.
ted sleeves. A deep ruffle of
Photo Courtesy Mayfield Messenger. and the president then presented
LYDIA E. PINKHAIN'S
illusion marked by a bias satin
the president pin to Mrs Allen
•VEGETAELE COMPOUND •
fold encircled the full skirt at
Austin and the past
president
the hemline and
ception was held at the home of ring was then
extended to the voluminous train
presented
Mrs.
, Her satin
bonnet, to
which Mr and Mrs. Holmes, on Center Rawls.
Two more musical
her fingertip veil of illusion was Street.
numbers
were presented by Mrs. Manley
a
attached, was adorned with
Mrs. David Saxon and
Mrs. and Mr.
Austin,
after
which Mrs.
single satin rose. The bride wore
assisted in the Austin read the
James Wooten
names of the
pearls, the
a single strand of
chairman of the various commitroom.
dining
groom's gift, and carried a showafternoon the tees. A motion was made and
Later in the
and
er bouquet of gardenias
newlyweds left by plane for Las seconded that the Auxiliary Unit
, white roses.
Angeles and
San 72 indorse the Universal Military
The feminine attendants, Mrs. Vegas, Los
training program, telegrams to
they
J• D. Holmes, matron of honor, Francisco, where
be sent to Washington to the • ef, bridesmaids, Mrs. Johnnie Mc- honeymoon before returning to fect.
A motion was made and secClure and Miss June Coplen wore Elmhurst, New York, where they onded
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
that the meeting night of
I lime satin, fashioned with sweet- will reside. Mrs. McAskill travel- the
Auxiliary be changed to the
heart necklines encircled with ed in a tailored suit of toast gab- second
PUP(
Thursday in each month.
which she
wore
, net, and very full skirts. They ardine, with
MILK CO
meeting night to be
a The next
I wore single strands of pearls, and black velvet accessories and
October 12.
DRY CLEANING
the honor attendant carried Talis- corsage of Talisman roses
Volunteers were asked to work
The bride, a graduate of Wingo
man roses with puffs of gold lace
PASTEURIZED
School,
High
Murray
attended
KEEPS STORED
and satin, while the bridesmaids
HOMOGENIZED
carried - yellow chrysanthemums State College, and for the past
several
years
associated
had
been
THINGS SAFE!
I tied with satin ribbons.
Mr. McAskill served as his son's with Eastern Airlines.
once De Leon
Mr.
McAskill
graduated
was
, best man, and ushers were David
Was never ock, sir.
from Georgia Military Academy
Don't delay . . • winterize your wardSaxon, Wingo, and Paul SchreibHe found that milk
and Davidson College.
For yourself,
robe now! Let us waterproof your top
er, New York City.
Wes his shwa.
Among those who came from
for your family,
Mrs. Hale chose for her daughcoats, windbreakers and other out-door
nut-of-town for
the
wedding
for
your
friends
ter's wedding a floor-length mo- were
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hale, of
wear - - - restore them to dependable
. . . a picture
del of hunter green crepe, with
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Clark Mcsays more than
all - weather
a side drape on the skirt.
The Askill,
protection! Chemically
Sr,
Miami, Fla., Paul
a thousand
groom's mother wore rose lace
pure - - - guaranteed safe!
Schreiber, New York City, Jimand crepe, fashioned with a bowords.
my Hancock and Miss Betty Lynn
SERVICE AND QUALITY
dice and flared tunic of lace over
Johnson and Miss June Coplen,
Make an Appencil
slim crepe skirt. Both Fulton.
a
PHONE litai
Mayfield Messenger
pointment today
wore corsages of orchids.
FOR PICK UP
Following the wedding, a
LEGION AUXILIARY

l

A wedding of much henitty was
solemnized Saturday afternoon at
the Wingo Baptist Church, when
Miss Ava Nell Coplen, daughter
of Mrs. A. T. Hale, of
Fulton,
Kentucky, became the bride of
Leon Clark McAskill, Jr.,
of
New York City, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
McAskill, Sr. of Miami,
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meeting Monday evening
at the I
Legion cabin with 25 present.
The .cabin was attractively dec-

Particular People
refer
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Memory Lives
In Pictures

2

PURE MILK CO.

Gardner's Studio

ENJOYS SUPPER
MEETING MONDAY
The American
Legion Auxili
ary had a pot luck supper and

212 Commercial
PHONE 693

Fulton

PHONE 14

Don't Be Satisfied With Symjito-nilitic Relief?

HADACOL NOW MAKES IT POSSIBLFR
RELIEVE THE CAUSE OF YOUR SICKNESS
-,
Neuritis Pains,Stomach Disturbances,Indigestion, Gas,Constipatioiii
Certain Nervous Disorders and a General Run-down Condition'
When due to lack of Vitamins B,, B„ Iron and Niacin in your system!
Read How These Folks Benefited Who Had Such Deficiencies

TO ALL GREAT CITIES
Se,n on trips and tours to
every big city, coast to
toot, border to border.

You save an EXTRA 10% or more
EACH WAY on Every Round Trip Ticket!
You'll welcome this saving with *eclat pleasure
...now...during Greyhound's Great Fall Round.
Up of Travel Bargains! It's the Wettest selection
of low-cost trips and tours and special travel features ever offered! There ara hundreds and hundreds of trips specially designed to help you enjoy
Fall's color-bright . highways and cool zestful
weather! Whether you travel for business or for
TO SIG FALL EVENTS pleasure, the trip you've been wanting to take is
Charter
fun
on
Move mor•
here ... at a fare you can afford!
Trios to big garnet, fairs.
cenventionsl
Bargains like these to all America!
OW RT
OW RT
netrolt
Denver
Wash., DC
Pensacola
i'ville. Fla.
Ft. Wayne

20.35 St. Lows
36.40 Col., Ga.
31.50 Champaign
16.50 Chicago
21.55 Peoria, III.
17.55 Evansville

11.30
20.20
17.50
9.20
11.95
9.75
(U.

POR UJTE VACATION!
Se. evee on teal, colorful
loll vocation fours to OloP
'rounds I. oll 46 $lobs.

380
7.30
5.75
7.75
6.95
3.10

6.85
13.45
10.35
13.95
12.55
5.60

S. Tax Extra)

UNION BUS STATION
4th & Carr

. ..

Ste.

Phone 44

FRIN POLDER! Nisi! this coupon to Grey.
hound Travel Bureau, 207 Union Aye..
• Memphis.Tenn.,for FREE folder deseribin• many of the trips and tours offered
specially at "GREYHOUND'S PALL
ROUND-UP OF TRAVEL BARGAMS."
Neat

GREY11[011191D

Address
Cdy

s.

Rafe

MT

Mr. Antharnatten, 4731 South
32nd West Are., Tulsa 7, Oklahoma, suffered from stomach
distress for quite some time.
He had spent much money
trying everything possible for
relief and was in bad health
When he started taking HADACOL. He says, "After taking
three bottles of the $3.50 size,
I've gained 27 pounds and now
eat anything I desire and positively have no trouble."(HADACOL gives such wonderful
results because it actually relieves the REAL CAUSE of
stomach distress [gas pains,
heartburn, iqdigestion after
eating] due to such deficiencies. And continued use of this
great HADACOL helps prevent
such distress from returning.)

Mrs. Mabel hirrhers. /650 Am.
sterdam, Cincinnati, Ohio. "Before I started taking HADACOL I had aches and pains of
neuritis in my shoulders, my
back and arms. I could hardly
move without having those
terrible pains. Then I heard
about HADACOL. After the
second bottle the pains and
aches were about gone. I'm
now starting my fourth bottle
and am on top of the world. I
eat well and, best of all, the
aches and pains are completely gone." (Mrs. Kitchen is a
very smart woman because she
relieves the km CAUSE of her
neuritis pains due to such deficiencies. HADACOL often
brings a wonderful improvement within a few days'time.)

Why don't you get that wonderful
HADACOL feeling everyone Is talking
about? In this modern age, wise folks
are no longer satisfied with symptomatic relief — because now it's possible to relieve the cross of such
deficiency sickness with that wonderful new HADACOL.
HADACOL not only supplies deficient systems with extra quantities of

IMPORTANT!

Mrs. J. Seierzinski, 511 Kruger,
Ottumwa, Iowa, writes: "My
daughter, Marilyn Sue, is 5
years old and for some time
lacked pep,had a poor appetite,
was generally run-down.Since
giving her HADACOL, we have
noticed wonderful results...
she has a much better appetite, eats everything on the
table and doesn't seem tired
like she used to. Incidentally,
she likes to take HADACOL,
too." (HADACOL is a great
'builder-upper' for sick, nervous, puny kids whose systems
lack precious Vitamins 135, B2,
Iron and Niacin. A big improvement in their well-being
Is often noticed within a few
days' time after taking the
great new HADACOL.)

Mr. Henry Angel, RD No, I,
Springfield, Ohio. "I used to
suffer great pain from neuritis aches in all parts of my
body, especially In my legs,
arms and shoulders. I never
got any real relief until I tried
HADACOL. After taking several bottles, my pain is all
gone. And I'm working every
day." (Now there's a smart
man! Mr. Angel took HADACOL and relieved the REAL
muss of his neuritis pains
because they were due to
such deficiencies. HADACOL
is helping thousands upon
thousands of grateful men
and women troubled this way.
Why don't you give HADACOL a chance to help you?,
Start taking it today!)

Vitamins B„ B„ Iron and Niacin but also helpful amounts of precious
Calcium,Phosphorus and Manganese—vital elements every human being
must have to maintain good health. You owe it to yourself to give
HADACOL a fair trial. Many doctors recommend this great new
HADACOL.It's sold on a strict money-back guarantee. Thal size. 41.25.
Large family or hospital size, $3.50.
(C) 1930, The Lallans C......doe

_
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MRS. WIGGINS
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB

and approved.
Mrs. Billy Fry • Inv Street Three guests were ingave the treasurer's report.
cluded in the two tables of memMiss Allie D. Williams, secre- berg.
tary of supplies, read a letter 1 Following a series of games 'I
Mrs. Frank Wiggins cntc:::
Interests
from one of our missionaries-in I contract Mrs. N. T Morse
was
ed the members of the Tlli
Korea, thanking us for the sup- I high scorer for the members and
night bridge club and two vistt plies
sent
them
last
May,
which
Mrs.
I
W.
Durbin
L.
high
for the
ors, Mrs. James Warren and
made us all wish we had sent 'guests.
Monroe Luther at her home on
CLUBS
HOME NEWS
SOCIETY
more.
Bridge
bingo
resulted
in a tie
Maple Ave.
;
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Th'e Mission Study classes were between Mrs. C. E. Hughes and
At the conclusion of the games
announce
d
to
be
held
Sunday
!Mrs.
afDon
Hill,
Met.
Hughes
Phone 926
was
Mrs. John Daniels was awarded
ternoon, October 8 at 2:30, Tues- winner in -the 'draw.high score prize for the members
day night, Octoberf10 at 7:00 and
lovely
A
party
plate
was
servand •Mrs. Warren for the visitors.
MRS. NORRIS DAME
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
Thursday niyht, October 12 at ed to the following: Mesdames
HONORED WITH STORK
ENJOYS MEETING ON
A delicious dessert plate was
7:00. All meetings are to be at Durbin,
Hughes, Mrs. H
N.
WEDNESDAY AT SCHOOL
SHOWER ON THURSDAY
served by the hostess.
the Walnut Grove Church. The t Strong, Don Hill, N. T. Morse, B.
Members
playing
were:
Mesfourth class will be held at a la-(0. Copeland, A. B. Roberts and
Mrs. Norris Dame was honored
Corsage making was the interBoyd,
ter date to be announced.
I Mel Simons.
Fulton Thursday evening with a pink dames Daniels, Paul
feature of the
esting
Homemakers meeting Wednesday and blue shower given by Mrs. Robert Burrow, Grady Varden
Announcement was made
of
Bugg.
and
H.
H.
High Billy Stephenson at her home on
Fulton
the' Missionary
Sept. 27 at the
Institute to be AUXILIARY SEEKS MEMBERS
Eddings Street
held at the Fulton First Church,
SchooL
CHRISTIAN GUILD
The drive for new
members
October IQ. Everyone was urged
Mrs..F. D- Phillips and Mrs. Contests Were enoyed during HAS MEETING WITH
in the American Auxiliary is getto
attend
this
meeting
project
evening
and
Gladys
Mrs.
the
the
with
hear
were
Laird
0. F.
MRS. CHAP TAYLOR
ting
off
to
a
good
start.
Mrs. AlDr. Mary A. Burchard speak on
leaders and gave a most interest- Page and Mrs. H. L. Bushart win"The Healing', Ministry in India." len Austin, president of the local
The Guild of the First Christing lesson. They made a corsage, ning the Prizesunit,,Marshall_ Alexander 'Post
.The Special
Week of Prayer
Following the contests the hon- ian Church met Monday night at
showing each member step by
Program was presented by Mrs. No. 72, has already announced
step how to complete it. Mrs. oree opened her many beautiful 7:30 at the home of Mrs. Chap
that the drive is headed by chairAtilla Hemphill, spiritual
Taylor with Mrs. F. D. Phillips,
Phillips stated that always have ens:
life man, Mrs Gordon Peery
and Mrs.
secretary.
She
ribbon matching the flowers usco-hostess.
was
ably
assisted
Late in the evening a delicious
by Mrs. James Palmer, who read Harold Holladay and group two
The meeting opened with the
ed or matching the dress to be dessert plate was served to the
is chairman, Mrs. I. M. Junes and
the Scriptures, Mrs Dick
worn.
Mcfollowing guests: Mrs. Gladys song, "Blest Be The Tie" followed
Intyre gave the need of work to Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr.
Several members made attract- Page, Mrs. Bud Cardwell, Mrs. by the Lord's Prayer. Mrs. PhilMany are eligible for memberbe done among Moslems in Pakbusiness
ive corsages. Mrs. Laird showed Lucille Cardwell all of Paducah, lips presided over the
190 pounds! Well. They needn't be so brutally frank!" istan, Mrs. Tom Counce reported ship such as wives, mothers and
the members how to make atrrac- Mrs. H. L. Bushart, Mrs. Charles session.
on the work in North Africa, Mrs. sisters of World War I and II at
live bows for the corsages.
Andrews, Mrs. Moore Joyner, Mrs. Wallace Ashby presented
Robert St. John told of the or- this time may be enrolled for inMrs. J. H. Lawrence gave an in- Mrs. B. G. Huff, Mrs. Roy Carver, the program assisted by Mrs. J.
gent need of retirement fund for creased activity and new services
teresting landscape lesson_ She Mrs. Wrenn Coulter, Mrs. Charles A. Poe and Mrs. Phillips.
our
deaconesses, Mrs. J.
the
said it is time to plant evergreens Jacobs, Mrs. Wiley Stephenson, During the social hour
H. in the Auxiliary. All delinquent
; Stubblefield told of the wonder- members are asked to re-enroll
and that roses should be warked Mrs- Odell Travis, Mrs F. D. Phil- hostess served delicious refreshful Christian life being lived at that we may reach our quota.
members and
and a good fertilizer put around lips, Mrs. Paul Wade, Mrs. Bud ments to eleven
I the Homer Toberman Settlement, In striving to sustain that spirit
one visitor, Mrs Harry
Veatch.
the roots.
Moore, Miss Elizabeth Witty.
of devotion and sacrifice worthy
A wedding of widespread im- College in St. Charles,
with
The roll call answered with
Mo., and I at San Pedro, Calif. It is the mini- of the many sacrifices
Those sending gifts but were The group was dismissed
portance in Kentucky and the Florida Southern
ature
shown
United
repeating
Nations,
the
of
Guild
as
benedicit
serves
'each member telling what she had unable to attend were: Mrs. WalCollege
at
Tr -States was solemnized
on Lakeland, Florida. She was elect- all racial and cultural
groups. every day by our soldiers in.Koplanted in her garden_
lace Shankle, Mrs. Charles Bow- tion.
rea,
who
have
Wednesday, September 27, at ed Miss Fulton
lost their all for
High School dur- ; Because of the great demand for us. In the days
Mrs. Fred Bondurant recreat- els, Mrs. John Bowers, Mrs. Ira
Cape Giradeau, Mo., when Miss ing her junior
to follow there
high school year. expansion we are asked to give may be more,
ion leader, led the group in play- Little, Mrs. Ray Hunter, Mrs. Al MRS. McFARLIN
your
Barbara Ann Homra, became the
husbands and
Mr. Smith graduated from the 'to this great home. Miss Opal
ing two games. The first was a T. Owens, Mrs. Fred Carden, Mrs. COMPLIMENTED ON
sons
so
be
so
conterned
bride of Mr. Jdan Wallace Smith, Cape Giradeau
as to enHigh School and , Williams concluded with prayer roll and
Mother-Goose by answering ques- C. A. Carver. Mrs. Tom Wade, BIRTHDAY FRIDAY
support
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith later
-them on the
for all these great projects Mrs.
attended
Southeast
tions of favorites nursery rhymes. Mrs Clyde Fields and Mrs. Alene
ern
home
front.
of.
Cape Giradeau. Miss Homra Teachers' College
Mrs. 0. F. McFarlin of Mernin Cape Girar- Glenn Walker then conducted the
The memory test was played by Howard.
is the dalighter of Mr. dad
Mrs. deau. Me. Smith volunteered for dedication services, in which all
-shis, who has
been
visiting Foad
each member passing a table upMRS. CAVESHER AND
Homra, prominent Fulton- the Armed Services
brought
theirmbs
friends in Fulton, was delightfulin October,
on which 20 objects were placed. MRS. READ
MR. ROBERTS WED
ians,- whose forbears have been 1949.and is
self-denial gifts to the altar.
surprised
ly
stationed
on
birthday
her
with
Fri- identified
They returned to their seats and COMPLIMENTS
the
IN MAYFIELD, KVwith the cultural, civic Army Finance
The meeting
was di-missed
day with a luncheon given
Section in
wrote as many articles as they ROOK CLUB
by and fraternal
St.
A wedding of tini!,itai
life
of
West
Kenwith
Louis
Iprayer
Mo.
by
Mrs.
Mrs.
Ben
Gholson
M
:thorn
at
her home on tucky.
could remember.
The members of the Rook Club
ante in Fulton
Miss Homra is a grandConner.
There
wore
Maple
twenty-ei
Ave.
For
ght
her wedding Miss Hornra
Mrs. Bondurant led the group and one visitor. Mrs. 0. F. Mcdaughter
lucky
where
of Mrs. More
the bride and grown
Homra wore an original
members present, two new niemThe guests were present when
Paula Brooks
in singing "Morning Comes Farlin of Memphis were delightare popular, is announced today
and the late Mr Hoirra who were
bers, Mrs. Edith Nall and
Mrs.
Early" and "Sing Your Way fully entertained Thursday after- Mrs McFarlin arrived and they pioneers in the development of model of Cherry wine crepe with Aubrey
by
Mrs.
Dolly Goodwin of DukeTal.dor end sixteen visitwhich she wore matching accesssinging, "Happy
noon by Mrs L H. Read at her greeted her
Home."
marriage of
paternal ories. Her costume
ors. The hostesses for the meeting dom of the
her
Birthday." A delicious luncheon Fulton County. Her
was
Hostesses for the eternal) were home on Jefferson Street
completed
grandpare
daughter,
nts
Mrs. Grace
werelhe late Mr. by a purple
were: Mrs. Rufus Sellars, Misses
Goodwin
-throated
Mrs. Wallace Shankle and Mrs. Those enjoying the afternoon was served buffet style.
white
orand
cavender
Mrs.
Asbir
to
Homra who were chid which
Mr. Roy A. Roberts,
Rosa and Etta Smith.
The guest list
included: the
she
J. H. Lawrence. Twenty five of rook were: Mesdames Lynn
wore on her !
The next meeting will be Nov- prominent attorney of Mayfield,
honoree, Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson, also prominent residents of Fut- shoulder. Her only attendant
was ember 6 at Harris
on County
members and three visitors were Taylor, Eunice Robinson, W. E Mrs.
Ky.
The
wedding
was solemnized
Church.
Tom Hales, Mrs. L. E Allen.
Mrs. Carl Elders.
Bell, Earl BMW, J. E. Hutcherson,
The bride was graduated from
in the pastor's study of the Virst
present The October meeting
Dick Bard and
Mr Smith chose as his best man
Miss Lena Mc- Mrs. Lela Stubblefield, Mrs. Paul Fulton High School in the class
Methodist
Church
in Mayfield on
MRS. BRADFORD
will be an all day meeting.
Gholson and Mrs. David
Nu- of 1949 and attended
Keen.
Sgt. Carl Elders. The ceremony
September 30.
Lindenwood
gent
was performed by Rev. J. P. Rog- COMPLIMENTS
BRIDGE CLUB
For her
wedding the bride
The honoree received many
gers of .
•
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S
lovely gifts.
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford was hostess wore a black crepe satin gown
Following
the
FELLOWS
ceremony
HIP GROUP
the to her bridge club Tuesday at- with beautiful coral accessories.
Margaret O'Brien Says!
bridal couple went on a SouthHAS MEET MONDAY
She carried an arm bouquet of
: ternoon at her home on
MRS. PHILLIPS
Third
ern bridal trip and are at home
American beauty roses.
ENTERTAINS
Street.
The Christian Women's Fellow- to their
friends
in
St.
Louis.
BRIDGE CLUB
Games of contract were enjoyThe only attendants were Mr.
ship group 1 of the First Christyoung sisters took their loveliest
edduring the afternoon. Mrs J. and
Mrs. F D. Phillips was gracious ian Church met Monday after- SOUTH
Mrs. Hermie
Roberts,
FULTON
WSCS
D. Davis received
hostess to her bridge club Tues- noon in the churcisiparlor.
high scroe brother and sister-in-law of the
MEETS MONDAY AT
day evening at her home on Secprize.
groom.
tlitlevog mothers love the
Mrs. R. C. Pickering was lesson WALNUT GROVE CHURCH
ond StreetMrs. Roberts has endeared herThe hostess served light
releader. Her thew* was "From
Three visitors, Mrs. Presley Seeds to Flowers."
The WSCS of the South Fulton freshments to the following mem- self to a wide circle of friends in
She also gave
Campbell, Mrs. Charles Bowers the devotiona
having served
ADD-A-YEAR HEMS•
Monday night at bers: Mesdames Davis, J. E. Fall. Fulton County
l fdllowed by pray- Circuit met
and Miss Elizabeth Witty were er. Mrs. H.
efficiently as
county
health
B. Murphey, Mrs. W. Walnut Grove Church with a pot Sr., Abe Jolley.
included in the two tables
nurse from this end of the counof I. Shupe and Mrs. B. G. Huff as- luck supper and Week of Prayer
members.
ty. Mr. Roberts has practiced law
MRS. MADDOX
observance.
sisted on the program.
Mrs. Charles E. Hodges
in Mayfield for many years and
The meeting was called to or- ENTERTAINS
was
Hidden answers from World
high scorer and Mrs. Hugh Fly Call were
is identified with all civic
and
w'ell answered by the der by the president, Mrs. Glenn BRIDGE CLUB
was low.
cultural affairs of Graves counWalker. Rev. Smithmier gave the
thirteen members.
Mrs.
C.
L
Maddox
entertaine
d ty.
At the close of the games the
Mrs. Gordon Baird, chairman. ipening prayer followed by the the members of her
Thursday
hostess
The couple will
served a lovely party presided. Officers
make their
were elected roll call and minutes were read bridge club at her home on Eddplate. Members
home in Mayfield.
playing were: for the year. The . meeting
was
Mesdames Hodges, Fly,
Mack dismissed with
the
National
Burrow and the hostess.
benediction.

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

FOR WOMEN

Mr. and Mrs. Foad Homra Announce
Wedding of Barbara to Mr. Smith

NOTHING FINER THAN ,

MRS. BALDRIDGE
ENTRETAINS WITH
LUNCHEON THURSDAY

3C1rde1
W
lieieti !. The beautiful new dining room
FINE WINES
at Smith's was the scene of a
lovely, bridge-luncheon Thursday
at one o'clock given by Mrs. A.
G. Baldridge.
A delectable four course luncheon was served to twelve guests
seated at individual tables each
eerdered with a rose bud.
After the luncheon, bridge was
enjoyed. Mrs. Louis Weaks
received high score prizeMrs.
Parks Weaks
second high and
Mrs. Abe Jolley consolation. All
GET YOUR
received lovely gifts.
Guests were: Mesrames Louis
Weeks, Parks Weeks, J. E. Fall,
—at—
Sr., Ann Whitnel, V: L Freeman,
Happy's Liquor Store Guy Gingles, Arch Huddleston,
Jr., Clyde Hill, G. G. Bard and
Church and Main Streets
Clyde Williams,

Bardenheier Wine

COATS THAT LEAD A DOUBLE LIFE!
Pretty plaid for pretty partners vino love
the smart
styling ... the gay wool fringe on the pert
puritan collar.
Practical value and sound savings with
Bernbury's
wonderful "ADO-A-YEAR" hems and sleeves.
Mother buys the right size for this year,
saving on
alteration charges, and she knows that there
a more than a full size to let down for perfect
fit next year tool
"Hat-Mates" in matching felt and fabric
trim top off
the Bombury ensembles. In grey with
coral or cocoa with
turquoise plaid and solid grey or cocoa
dodo'.

$16.98 to $29.98
OTHER COATS. $9.98 to $19.98

The Leader Store
434 Lake Street

ONE OF

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Keep Them Warm
AND COMFORTABLE

With our Nationally-Advertised Clothing
and Shoes!

FOR GIRLS
COATS

JUl
We all w:
such a black
JY?
It seems
fellow. Goo
JMH is e:
an old boy
that so, Jean
AL was a
night. Good
Who is E
days?
Who is tha
looking boy
LH these
The flame
tween PC E
kids.
BD who i
you have br
RP from a
NB's heart
prise Tuesch
tell us abot
We hear I
ing regular
Is that an a
BM is still
sailor BJS.
good luck, I
Who has
lately? It el
BN.sould it
_L-Fstill go
boys. I
meaJPsAIM=

SKIRTS

20'

SWEATERS
BLOUSES

DRESSES
HATS

qv'
Gathering
Persimmons

at

Eimm early September till mid-December
Kentucky's many fine varieties of persimmons ripen slowly in the autumn sunshine. With the coming of the first heavy
frost, it's a race to see who climbs the tree
to "shake them 'simmons down". Lucky the
one who finds a fat possum feasting in the
tree. He'll have a succulent feast topped
by persimmon pudding or pie — a
traditional repast in Kentucky.
• Yes, and beer Is a
tradition in Kentucky, toof
Late persimmon gathering, BEER
BELONGS in Kentucky, and often
the two are served together in the
last golden days before heavy
winter weather begins, for beer ibt
beverage of nrocieration is
friendly tompanion to good food.
Copyright 1950, Kentucky Division, ri. S. Brewers Foundation
1573 Ileybteen Builtlin.

And HAPPY
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why?
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DC took
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Louisville. Kentucky

For BOYS
Topcoats
Jackets
Sweaters
Slacks
Caps
Underwear
Sox

SNO-SUITS
LAYETTES
all necessary clothing
needs for

THE BABY

Our "Story Book" Shoes are unconditionall

y

guaranteed.

JACK & JILL SHOP
204 1,AKE STREET

FULTON

Fl

(('ontinued from page One)

of St. Louis, Mo., spent the weekand family were Sunday guests
end with Mr. and Mrs. Guy John-'of Mr. and
Fridasy, Oct. 6, 1950 — The Fulton News
Mrs. E. C. Moseley.
— Page 5
and t.1.2gant goods." Mr Blythe's son.
M r. nd Mrs.
rs. Charles A• Sloan '
home was on
Second
Mr.. and Mrs. Roscoe. Hutchins and family of Illinois visited Mi- family.
Street
for Memphi
visit Mr. and
where H II. Murphy and Milton
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson Mrs. Murrays to
red Mrs. Charlie Sloan duBoaz.
ring and childre
Exurn's homes now stand. Across and son of Fulton spent Sunday the weeken
n,
John
M.
and
Gertd.
with
MrsH. C. Holloway of MemMr. and Mrs. Dood Campthe street was the home of Mrs.
rude spent Sunday with his par- phis
is visiting her son, W. D.
Willie Scearce has retUrned to • ents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ada Paschall where her daugh- bell.
John
ThompHollow
ay and family on Seconill
SENIOR NEWS
James Harwood Cruce of Mar- Kennedy
Hospital in Memphis son and Mrs. Ida Pegram
ter, Mrs. Maud Stone and
SS's one and only is BW.
her tin is
at their Street.
visiting his grand parents,1 for treatment.
•BC will have to learn that "no' I RB and JS are still
home north of town.
going niece, Mrs• -Gordon Baird now Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. gex Frields and
means just that, won't he?
live.
strong.
Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs. I Mrs. Jim
Hutcherson spent children of Los Angeles, Calif,
A large crowd of friends and L. E. Shaffer were:
JG doesn't have a fellow now, JV why don't
In the Lost and Found column
you
give
the
Monday
in
Memphi
Mrs.
s.
Allcott,
chg
are the guests of his brother,
Better wat
s a chance'
out,
girls. irl
•
I found "LOST-In this city about relatives attended the burial of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Allcott and j Mrs. Bertha Gholson of
On.Why is your watch always so
P Mc don't
Fields at Cayce family, Mrs. Alta Lamb of Melba, I tario, Cal., and Mrs. 'earl Mil- Carey Frields and Mrs. Frields on
keep it from us. October 10th, a blue talmar over- Mrs. Martha
Vine Street.
slow SAB• You better have it fix- Who is your girl?
cemetery Saturday morning
coat. The finder will be paid
at Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade ner of Los Angeles arrived in
10:30. Services were held at the and Kenney Lanes of
ed but that wouldn't be any fun, Everyone is excited about the liberal reward by calling
Miss Mary Ann
Murphy of
Fulton Tuesday to visit friends
near
at
this
Cayce.
I
would it?
grave
Homecoming game since there's office, or upon:BILLIE
Mayfield was the weekend guest
Rev. L. E. Shaffer,
land relatives
CARR." pastor by
-of the Cayce Mepodist
of Miss Jean Hyland on Second
Don't ever let ysitir mother look going to be a big parade and al- The name of Mi i3illie Carr who
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer and chil- ;
at your watch when you have so a dance after the game. We lost the overcoat is the same Church.
idren will spend the weekend with , Street.
I Mrs. Glenn Dunn spent MonMr. and Mrs. Glenn Covington
been out with SAB. Isn't that have several of the football play- name to which Carr Park, and a
I relatives in Glasco, Ky.
era in our class and we say to host of other landmarks owe
day In Paducah.
right, BJG.
their have returned from a-visit with
I
Harry Potter left Wednesday
Miss Mary Russell has reutrnrelatives in Detroit.
Mrs H. W. Shupe has returned
Say, BGB -what will you do them—Good Luck Friday night name.
ed to her home in Memphis after for Los Angeles, Calif., where he to her home in Memphi after
s
Wm. 'Nolen
when you have to make up your and LETS BEAT MURRAY!
ran
this ad, Several from here attended the a weekend visit with
will attend the American Legion
her
visit
a
I
with friends and relatives.
father,
"PLEASE RETURN — Anyone funeral and burial of Mn. Purmind to keep just one boy. You'll
Convention.
Rev.
B
J.
Russell
SOPHO
on
MORE
West
Mr. and Mrs Robert Burrow
NEWS
State
in possession of a fourteen foot sell at Ebeneezer Church
have to choose
between BH
Mrs. Ernest Bell has returned spent
and Line.
' It seems that NS is really lone- ladder (with holes in the
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
HG, JL, JS, Wt1, and GRP.
from a visit with her daughter,
top) not cemetery Saturday afternoon at
Mr.
and
some
Mrs.
;Jack
Ray in Central City, Ky.
since BMJ has enrolled in belonging to them, will pieiise let 2:30.
Ralph Khourie of Mrs.
That we know of and there are
Carlton
Wilkes and family
Columbus, Ohio, are the guests of
Mrs. Winna Carpenter is slowly
probably more. Give some of college. How about that, Nancy? the
undersigned
know of its
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson- Fowler her sister,
'improving Yollowing a major opMrs. Fred Homra and
them to us less fortunate ones.
Hey, kids,'have you seen what whereabouts." The late Mrs. -Acl!
Mrs. Earl Boaz left Thursday eration
at Haws Hospital.
Who is going around looking we've seen or have our eyes been die Paschall Nolen was a daughlike a "love sick puppy?" Could playing tricks. Has DG 'been ter-in-law of Wm. Nolen. The
Nolen-s built a home where Mrs.
it be BSC looking that way over flirting with VF?
BJG.
BRP is still-Me classes' most R H. Wade's home now stands.
Much, much
RA whose car was that you eligible bachelor. Come on, Bilmore could be
were driving one Wednesday ly, give
some of us
girls a written about old citizens, old
businesses and old homes
night? MB? Why did he let you chance.
of
have it? Could it be love
To do so
Say, JS what has Union- City Fulton's early life.
.ror
Would require many more sheets
Mr. B says. he wants to get a got that
Fulton High
hasn't? of paper
than could be printed in
date with BB. We all wonder Could it be GP?
—
Fulton'in months. As a resident
No. 2/
1
2
why?
VF how
about that dentine who
Packing your oider may sounil
has sometimes overlooked
Say, MF what did Mr. B. say smile?
CAN
the- value of the newspaper in
to you about reading an article
like a little thing, but our trained
Could CV still be carrying a
this passing parade, we are gratein the Reader's Digest?
torch for the girl he wrote notes
JOAN
No. 303
employees give it a lot of thought.
furfor the flashback into the past
What's wrong around here? to in Latin class last
year? How via the
OF
ARC
Weekly Fultonian
The Senior girls all told a speak- about this, Calvin?
CAN
of
They know that it isn't right to
1880. We are convinced that old
er the other day that there was
DK where did
you get that newspa
pers contain the•real hisa shortage of men. Some girls beautiful red hair?
BUTTERFIELD
plece five pounds of flour on top
No. 303
tory of ones own community and
have all the luck, like NW.
Does RC and
BBC
WHOLE IRISH
haven to them,
of
CAN
a
quarter pound of butter...
during this week and
DC took a little
journey to flame? Come on boys give us a
every week, we
Union City the other night to see clue.
offer a saki:,
or to place soap next to cheese.
• from a grateful community.
A &P
a certain girl.
No. 2
What's wrong
Has DH's heart quit beating for
• with the girls in your own town? FG. How about that,
The men and women of A&P,
FANCY
Dawson?
CAN
EM had another date with that
Sli wouldn't
you like to go
will appreciate it if you will let
old flame 13W. Is she heading for
with RL. lie seems to be wanderIONA
No..2
another fall?
them have any suggestions as to
ing around after you Hey, GRI' and WR wake up
CAN
Miss
DGG
Clarice
does
your
heart still beat
Bndurant
how they can make a handier
and look around you,
for
that
certain
Mrs.
boy from two
A. Simpson and NliSFCS
Why does BT sing
KALE TURNIP
"Waiting
No. 2
package for you to take home.
for the Train to come in"? ItIFi years ago? How about it, Donna. Helen and Mary Simpson spent
OR
MUSTARD
CAN
sings "Milkman Blues" and BB
Thursday in tairo,
.. •
FRESHMAN NEWS
Pleas
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson
e
write
:
j When is GB going to give the . L
Railroad" Why?
OLD
8-0Z.
01 os Angeles, Calif.. are visit-'
boys a
Congratulations
chance? It
to Wendell ;Freshman
VIRGI
NIA
JAR
mg
the
seems
former's sister, Mrs. A. T.
t)hat her only interest is
Norman, on being chosen
of the football team and captai
Campbell and Mr. Campbell and
Jimmynjs.
A&P Food Stores
Sisson on being chosen co-cap8-0Z.
We don't know for sure who is family
tain.
BSG's one and only, but his inBOTTLE
420
Mr. and Mrs Ronald Johnson
Lexing
ton
Avenu
e
Congratulations to Betty Gor- itials are TG•
don Buckingham, footblill queen. BC is sure happy
New York 17, N. Y.
because her
10/
12
This is the end of the
24th brother and his wife moved next
week of school and we're still door to a certain
CAN
boy. I wonder
not qied to getting up early.
where DK lives.
CJ and GL both have a crush
Red, Sour, Pitted
JUNIOR NEWS
INDIANA CHH'PEWA
on a certain
Junior boy. It
We all wonder how JAL got couldn't be DM, could it?
CHER
(50-LB. BAG $1.29)
RIES
Bag
such a black eye. How about that, BB didn't seem, very heart
New Pnck
JY?
broken since he- broke up with
CALIFORNIA TOKAY
I
,
QUICK LUNCHEON AND
It seems SAM has got a new WV. GL seems to be the lucky
No. 2
SUPPER DISHES
fellow. Good luck, RB.
one now.
CANS
JMH is expecting a visit from
"Hey, Mom, I got play practice
On all of SA's books all you see
McINTOSH ALL PURPOSE
LBS.
an old boy friend in Detroit. Isn't is DMS and all she ever says at seven. How soon do we eat?"
No. 10 Can
99e
This
famiNa
r
question calls for
that so, Jean?
(BUSHEL $2.99)
lately is "Speight".
I wonder some fast thinkin
g
and
action.
AL was seen with BC Sunday why?
It's a real change from the lazy
PORTO
night. Good luck you two.
LBS.
summer meals.
Who is DM going with these
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
DRIED
RICAN
days?
"Are Sin, Disease and Death
Who is that tall, dark and good- Real?" is the subject of the Les\
BEANS
looking boy who has his eyes on son-Sermon which will be .read
PINTO
,
2-1b.
pkg.
LH these days?
28c
FRESH PICNIC
in all Christian Science Churches
The flame is still burning be- throughout the world on Sunday,
NAVY, 2-1b. pkg.
24c
4 TO 8-LB. AVERAGE
LB.
39e
tween PC and HS. Keep it up, October 8. 1950.
LIMA Baby, 2-1b- pkg.
29c
kids.
The Golden Text is: "Salvation
SUPER
RIGHT (Shank Portion) LW
GR. NORTH, 2-lb. pkg.
28c
Hurry-up Chili Con Came
BD who is that handsoroe boy belongeth unto the Lord: thy
FULLY COOKED
you have been going with? /s it blessing is upon thy people." (Ps.
1 pound hamburger
.11.11111111110•••••■•••••MPOININInn
1 onion, chopped
RP from a Tenn. town.
3:8).
2 tablespoons fat
FULL DRESSED
LB
NB's heart throb had a big surAmong the citations
which
1-1/3 cups cooked tomatoes
SFNNYFIELD
prise Tuesday night. Could TS comprise the Lesson-Sermon
16 TO 20 LB. AVG.
is
cups cooked kidney beans
tell us about it?
the following from the Bible:
I tablespoon chili powder
FLOUR
We hear the mailman is pay- "Know
FULL DRESSED
2 teaspoons vinegar
therefore this day, and
LB.
2 teaspoons salt
ing regular visits to AP's house. consideg it in thine heart, that
PLAIN
Pepper
Is that an old flame...A?
the Lord he is God ,in heaves,
2/3 curwater 'BM is still waiting for that cute above, and upon the earth
beCrumble hamburger and fry
sailor BJS.
Keep waiting and neath: there is none else." (Deut. with onion
Bag
in fat, Stirring to
good luck, 13.
FRESH JANE PARKER
4:39).
Pkg. of 12
cook evenly. Add remaining inWho has DPB been seen with
gredients. Heat 15 to 20 minUtes.
((,olden Brown)
lately? It couldn't be that cute
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson
Yield: 6 servings.
BNsould it?
and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bushart
While the Chili Con Came is
LARGE
Emit 49e
simmer
ing, slip open faced
SURE GOOD
Fstill
_Lgoes for the Sophomore attended the Kentucky Ole Miss
SIZE
taus. I mean that one and only football game Saturday in Lox- cheese sandwiches under the
broiler long enough to melt the
OLEO
ington, Ky.
cheese.

School News

Newspaper Mirrors

Fulton High School News

Town Topics

I

Customers'
Corner

Cayce News

ONLY 10' AT AM'
HOMINY

10'

BUTTER 'BEANS

10"

POTATOES

10'

SAUERKRAUT

10'
10'
10'

CUT BEETS
GREENS

•

Customer Relations Department,

APPLE JELLY
TOMATO CATSUP QUALITY
CAMPTOMATO SOUP BELLS

10"

10'

10"

On

2

35
'

10 35
2 LBS. 25
2
15C
4 29e

POTATOESGRAPES
APPLES
SWEET YAMS

PORK ROAST
HAMS
TURKEYS
FRYERS

25 I' 1•50

-

"Quick" Salad
Head lettuce salad with 1000
Island Dressing is easy to prepare. One-third
cup chili sauce
and one teaspoon
lemon juice added to two-thirds
— cup sandwich
- spread makes
dressing in a
hurry.
Serve fresh fruit for dessert.
Or try open-faced hamburgers
instead of the Chili. Sliced tomatoes and buttered green beans
will complete this menu.
Open-Faced Hamburgers
1 pound hamburger
I tablespoon minced'-onion
1 tablespoon
minced green
pepper
Salt and pepper
3 tablespoons
evaporated
milk
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Combine all ingredients and
mix thoroughly. Toast 8 slices of
bread on one side. This can he
done in the broiler. Turn and
spread with meat mixture. lie
surf the meat covets the bread
letely. Broil.
Id:4 servings(8 sandwiches),
faithfully
04
q.°.
•

20% GRANULATED ALSO 49% & 62%

PHOSPHATE
and 25% POTASH
AMMONIUM NITRATE
ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

FERTILIZERS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CITY COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 51

...s

„A
k

I Sod' 1006 rOWIDATOOK alOCINNATI,

MARGARINE
commis:1)
1-LB.
Ctn.s.

23:

CHED-O-BIT
American Cheese Food

2

LB
LOAF

69°

49C

4W
5W

DONUTS
20()
ANGEL FOOD RING
DATE FILLED COFFEE CAKE EAca 290
.A(
APPLE PIE
49°
DELICIOUS
JANE PARKER

HERSHEY KISSES
MARSHMALLOWS
ALL
CANDY BARS

6 OZ.
PKG.
CAMP
FIRE

6-0Z.
PKG.

6

FOR

25'
10'
25'

Washing Powder

GOLD DUST
OCTAGON SOAP

Lg. Pkg. 21c
3 Lg. Bars 23c

Granulated Soap

OCTAGON
Laundry Soap

Lg. Pkg. 29c
,

CRYSTAL WHITE ------- --2 bars 15c
Kirks Castile Soap
2 Bali 7c
•

'VP SHY SUN
THE

GREAT

A TLANTIC

AND

PACIFIC

Swifts Cleanser
Can 13c

Palmolive Soap
Reg. size 4 bars 31c

DrefI Soap Powder

Ivory Soap

Lg. Pkg, 29c

Persone1 SbW

Giant Pkg. 79e

4 bars 23c

TEA

COMPANY

Tide Soap Powder
Lg. Pkg, 29c
Giant Pkg 79c

Cashmere Bouquet
TOILET SOAP

Reg. size 6 bars in
Plastic bag 60c

Silver Dust
. SOAP POWLIER
[Lqe. Pik. tic
Giant Pkg. 56c

of, the war
in such
cities as Seattle, San Francisco,
Chicago, Cambridge, Mass., and
Detroit.
in
"It isn't too long ago that we
There's a need and place
were treated with a sort of kind- every man'swardrobe for a winly indifference," he said. "We
ter raincoat or cold-weather coat
were a trifle daft."
switch hasn't that saves costlier woolen garThe overnight
of ments.
Alpacalined, rnoutonrelieved Anthony's anxiety
to collared double
breasted coats
what the country should do
prepare its civilian defense.
widely accepted for
been
have
In my opinion, we're exactly
wear, but most
six months behind schedule," he sport and casual
too
said.
men feel that they are much
group was informal for business and street
Anthony said his
program :wear.
fighting for a civilian
demand for a
that would avoid some of the
To answer the
confusion and waste which was similar coat with a dressier look,
mildly funny last time but might leading men's coat manufacturers
not be so humerous if 'World War have presented a smart, neat-in Three broke out.
line storm coat that boasts all the
"For instance, we had hun- war.mth and comfort of the stadsingledreds of thousands of air raid ium coats
with
but
wardens last time who didn't breasted styling.
have enough brains to put their
Though the top color is natural
own hats on," he said. "Once
navy, other blues, green,
tan
they were in, you couldn't get
and oxford greys are in
brown
'em out. This time, we'd like to
keeping with all occasions. The
process
see a more selective
shell is a thing of the past
cotton
worked out."
and newer coats stress cavalry
twills, meltons and gabardines.
AUSTIN SPRINGS These single-breasted storm
perfect for city-busicoats are
Mrs. Carey Frields
ness-street wear! They go to din(Too late for last week)
places
pleasure-time
ing and
you comforttake
.
.
.
smartly.
are
Frields
I.
W.
Mr. and Mrs.
activities and
to outdoor
on the sick list and under medi- ably
the average male wardout
round
Trinca.
J.
P.
Dr.
cal care of
robe . . . with a practical flair.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
children, Don and Judy of PaPLAN COON SUPPER
Sunday with Mr.
ducah spent
The Fulton County Sportsman's
Mrs. Ed Frields.
past Club will have a coon supper at
this
At Palmersville
of their next meeting, which will
Thursday night instructors
vocational be held,in Fulton on November
which are four G. I.
with 28th. Around 60 attended the last
gathered in
agriculture
students enrolled and gave a bar- meeting in Hickman, and enjoyed
becue and free feed to 80 ex-G. a fish fry.

II

'federation at the end
Page 8 — The Fulton News — Friday, Oct. 6, 1950 and have kept chapters

WHAT TO DO IN A-BOMB ATTACK IS
ON AMERICA'S BEST SELLER LISTS

hats out of the trunk and asked,
By Jay Breen
holding things up?"
Judging by what's happening!"What's
As president of a national orto S. A. Anthony, Jr., the next
Civilian
book on the best seller list is go- ganization called the
Antheony
Group,
ing to be entitled "What To Do Protection
would like to be able to snap out
In An Atom Bomb Attack."
published by the Army the answers.
It's
"The truth is we don't know
through the Government Printthe answers to most of the things
ing Office and costs five-cents.
"It's not very good escape lit- I get asked," he said, "Somebody
other day and
the called me the
erature," he said, 'but it's
best thing I can recommend to wanted to know the best protecdirect hit by an Athe people who keep calling me." tion for a
almost con- bomb."
His phone rings
Anothony smiled and rubbed a
stantly and the callers came to
hand across his thinning hair.
the point at once.
-"I told them the best thing I
"How far down
One asked:
knew was having led a saintly
should an air raid cellar be?"
wanted to know, life beforehand."
A woman
die
group is the
Anthony's
nearest air raid
"Where's the
shelter to Times Square?" An- hard element from civilian deother suggested it was time air fense organizations of World War
established a loose
raid wardens dragged their iron Two. They

WHITNEL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone 1P-->- 88

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - 7 LAMPS
BARGAIN PRICES
COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION
'Standard Oil Products"
Fulton

East State Line

SEED
FOR FALL SOWING!
Fescue
Wheat
Rye
Barley
Winter Turf Oats
Ladino Clover
Orchard Grass
Red Clover
Red Top
Turnip Seed
Rye Grass

Let Us

CLEAN YOUR SEED!
WE SELL SURGE MILKERS

SWEEP NATION

I's.
is
Their four year training
mostly completed by the veterHarley
ans and Buren Austin,
the inPentecost were among
barbecue
structors who made the
possible. After the feed class began at the usual time.
Austin is very
Mrs. Barney
sick due to chronic complication
several weeks
that developed
ago.
Lucian Abernathy has bought
a house from Cecil Davis and is
moving having lost his home by
fire three years ago. He was assisted by several men with tractors to move the structure that
will enable him to move back
home before winter months.
Mrs- Joe Westbrook has been
on the sick list and thus indisposed.
The prayer meeting organized
Baptist Church
at New Salem
during summer is being held at
homes on Wednesday nights at 7.
in
Recently the members met
the pastor's home, Rev.
Alton
Perry and training union meets
at 6:30 p. m. Rev. Perry has entered upon full time pastorate
at
and Sabbath School is held
10 o'clock prior to
preaching
hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Karen were Sunday guests
of
your writer and family.
Mrs. Gaither Mathis and Buton Lassiter visited Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Mathis Monday.
Mrs George Haygood remains
very sick suffering from a deep
cold and thus indisposed.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
, and George Ed of Dre'sden were
; Sunday guests of parents, Mr and
Mrs. Ed Frields.

Looking for
this man?

Authorized dealers for

Maybe he's a Hardware Dealer,
a Printer, Dentist, Baker or Insurance Man. Whatever his business . .. whatever the product
or service you are looking for,
you'll find it in the

'YELLOW PAGES'
of your Telephone Directory
Save time and trouble! Always
look first in the 'YELLOW
PAGES' when you want to know

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

V.

$39.95

"SAVOIL" PORTABLE 2-BURNER HEATERS
Reg. $36.95 and going higher on the
advancing fall market; this week only:

$29.95
-

2-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE HEATERS
Regularly priced at $10.95; our special
price this week only:

$9.95

4-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE COAL HEATERS
Regularly priced at $19.95; our
special price this week only:

$17.95

for bathroom
"TEPFER" portable, radiant-type corner heater; fine on-end; 1250
stands
it
because
room
corner or small, crowded
watts; Regular $13.95; only three left!
Regular
"RAINMASTER" portable, radiant-type; all-aluminum case.
left!
six
$8.50; only

STOVE ACCESSORIES
- We Have 'em! -

POKERS

•
SOUTHERN BILL TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND

HI.STORIC,
L\ I\
Oil-Base Williamsburg C9lors
the restoXACT matches of colors used in
now reare
rg
Williamsbu
Colonial
ration of
Historic
Pittsburgh
in
produced
Wall Paint. Twelve colors.

E

Fulton Paint & Glass Company
210 CHURCH STREET

Reg. $42.50 and advancing because of
current metal shortages, this week only:

PIPES

EGGSHELL FINISH

We can sweeten it with molasses.

"SURE-0 HEAT" ONE ROOM OIL HEATERS

WHO BUYS — SELLS
RENTS — REPAIRS

P1TTSBLR(

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

Reduced Prices Limited Time Only

safety.
ARVIN, portable, radiant-type; entirely-enclosed for
left!
two
only
$11.95;
price
Regular
watts;
1300
nice-looking, en"KORD" portable, radiant type; extra-large size with
left!
three
only
closed case for safety; Req. price $18.50;

See e for your farm and
nom,. •ireds. Good stocks

All Kinds of

PRICED RIGHT— MADE RIGHT—GIVE 'RIGHT' SERVICE!

ELECTRIC HEATERS, 1-3 OFF

LUNCH BOX TIP
Wrap sandwiches individually
in waxed
paper to keep them '
fresh. Place them on edge in the
lunch box to prevent crushing.
Crisp carrot sticks, whole tomatoes, or fresh fruit add intertexture contrast to the
esting
lunch box. They'll stay crisp if
separately in
you wrap them
waxed paper.

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for graving and finishing pigs.

STOVES, - HEATERS

!
LIQUIDATING STOCKS! FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

HANNA'S PAINTS

Get Ready for Colder Days Ahead!

PHONE 909

Enriched with VITOLIZED OIL

•

SHOVELS
SCUTTLES
DAMPERS
DRAFT REGULATORS
ELBOWS REDUCERS yENTILATORS etc.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Goodnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. Play a simple Melody
4. Sam's Song
5. Tzona, Tzona, Tiona
6. La Vie En Rose
7. All My Love
8. Can Anyone explain
9. Bonaparte's Retreat
ft Count Every Star

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

PHONOGRAPH
RECORD
ALBUMS
ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

24 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

Roberson, attended church at the Friday, Oct. 6, 1950 — -The Fulton News — Page 7
Tenn.
is a veteran of World War II and
Mission Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Griffith? well known here.
and Mr • and Mrs. Bill Griffith of _ Mrs. Barney Austin passed aRaymond Gambill has been on len, Mrs. Wilbur and Misses Ma- LOCAL OBSERVANCES
Mrs. Carey Frields
past Sunday at her home
the sick list.
W. Irvan Frields was stricken Los Angeles, Calif., are here on way the
bel Angel and Odell Wilbur en- PLANNED
sisters, Mrs. near here after many months of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom joyed an outing at Reelfoot Lake
-with asthma and is a patient at vacation with their
that she suffered.
Tommie
&implication
Minor
Tucker
and
Mrs.
Fire Prevention week will be
took supper Sunday ,evening with Sunday.
reHaws Hospital where he is
This area is bereft of an admirMr. and Mrs. Julius Fulcher and
observed in Fulton October 8-14,
ceiving some treatment. He is Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore of
formerly able woman. The deceased is surMyrtle, Mr. and Mrs. Bred FulRev. T. T. Harris,
fire chief plann,resting more comfortably at this
Detroit visited
Marshal Moore with the Fulton
cher and children of Clinton.
here and Milan, Tenn., has just vived by her compaion, an aged
writing.
ing a big campaign at that time.
Monday and Tuesday.
at mother, one brother and sister.
surgery
undergone
recently
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill
Mrs. B. L Doron left this week
at both
Funeral services were held at
Mrs. Ora
Elliott and Beverly Films will be shown
is reported to
and son, Michael, attended the
for a visit with her sister, Mrs. Haws Hospital. He
the home by Rev. Cayce Pentetheatres and at the schools, books
doing nicely.
be
birthday dinner of Mrs. Moulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Roy Hammett in Hollow Rock,
Acree
interment at
cost with
Copelen and family Thursday af- will be distributed and ah city
Gambill in Fulton Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Bee McClain and
cemetery.
schools will
participate in
a
Quite a few of our neighbors ternoon.
Union City,
daughter, Kay of
Whitnel Funeral Home was in
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Lee and State-wide fire drill at 9: a. mare sick with colds but none are
visited their parents, Rev. and
charge of arrangements.
baby and Mrs.
Lorene Howell on October 10th, the Chief anserious
J. L. McClain Monday night.
Dr. H.W.Connaughton Mrs.
visited awhile
Thursday night nounces
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr.,
with Mr. and Mrs. Herchel ElliNorthwest Weakley
Memphis are
and children of
Veterinary Service
Mississippi Plantation Life:
ott.
visiting parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
County News
Bro. Blackburn will fill
The Writings Of
his
Clyde Johnson.
Phone 807-R
Mrs. Roy Watts
regular
appointment at
Rock
Doyle Frields suffered several
Mattie
Dear
—See--lost
his
nice
Terrell
one
of
or Call 70
Joe
Springs
Baptist
Church
Sunday,
days with a siege of tonsilitis.
October 8. Everyone is welcome.
Margaret milk cows one night last week.
Grand Bynum and
Graduate Veterinarian
T.
H.
"Tom"
Cowden
Oh, yes I'm on my job again
are moving into their new home He doesn't have any idea the
Phone 1597 Union City, Tean.
thank
the
Lord
I
am
not
feeling
Located on Martin-Fulton
any
never
showed
as
she
cause
installing
recently constructed
Phone 470 for Job Printing
so well this morning.
My left
night
other signs of being sick the
Highway.
range and
new electric
hand at times
seems
like
it
is
her
lying
in
but
he
found
before
equipment.
sleep but it don't hurt and I has
Mrs. Loy Abernathy isn't quite the lot dead the next morning.
some kind of misery in my back
L no Tceorsmts
Jack
Williams has feturned
so well and has been confined to
but yet that don't stop me from
from Detroit but Mrs. Williams
her bed a portion of the time.
going
to church.
attended both wasn't able to return due to ill
Many citizens
Quick
I went to the Masadonie MBBC
Welch and Palmersville Fair and health and he will soon be going
pastored
by
the
Rev.
G.
0
Robback.
past
activities
this
Field Day
inson. Text; Gen. 40th
chapter,
Mr. and Mrs Panne] Webb were
INSURANCE
Saturday where large crowds at14th verse. Subject: "When Times
tended each. Reports that exhib- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
ATKINS,
HOLMAN & FIELDS
Going Well with Thee think of
its were fine and programs well Potts last Sunday.
Me." Do you know he first exMr. and Mrs. Buster Bowlin
attending. Each school
worth
Fulton,
Kentucky
plain that subjeet so a baby could
with their faculty are commend- were down on business last week
understand it and he sure preached upon efforts of entertainment. but have returned to Memphis.
ed a good soul reviving sermon
Randall Potts
went to MemMr. and Mrs, Rex Frields and
•
and its a fine thing to read the
children, Linda and Michael- of phis to a Hematologist but the
EZEib.
Bible and if you do can't
no
Los Angeles arrived Monday va- results of the test made has not
preacher lead you wrong. I do
cationing with their parents, Mr. been received.
love good service. I can get more
205 Commercial For and Mrs. Ed Frields, and Rev. Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
kick out of that than anything
The and baby left last Thursday for
and Mrs. J. L. McClain.
Radio Maintenance
else.
Buyers,of Red Oak, White Oak, Ash
by California to make their home in
Frields were accompanied
On the fourth of this month is
Then just watch our speed as Miss Pansy McClain, who is also hopes the California climate will
Ptcen Raw and feed sacks to
my
birthday.
Poplar, Walnut
I won't tell my age
be a benefit to her health.
cool fastnans---that's the story of
an expert serviceman quickly vacationing.
Use cotton creation shown above. I might want to marry again and
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Riggs have
Richard Rose, newly appointed
UUnllar winning entries in the if they know my age they might
locates your trouble. its the rural mail carrier of Dukedom, rented the Frank Morris place
Ciottiizig from Cotton Bags Con- say that I am too old for them.
Oak on the old
entered
whole north of Pilot
kind of service that's made us Route 1, has
test wlfl be modeled during ths
I am going along fine gathering
Mayfield
road for the coming
and
reheartedly
upon
his
duties
thaw held during the 1 1th
fashion
famous
ssinual National Cotton Picking so now my sister and I are tryis year.
cently purchased a jeep and
Jackson, Tennessee
Daffiest In ylev11li Ark.. Octo- ing to finish my fourth bale of
We were sorry to hear of Harserving most efficiently his many
cotton. I has fine chance of corn,
ber 13.
Honest diagnosis
friends in that line of duty. He old Muzzall cutting his foot so
H. C. ANSHUTZ
peanuts, potatoes and a garden
badly. He has been real sick but
Union City, Tenn.
CALL or WRITE
of
greens.
The
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
Lord
sure
has
bless
Phone: 546-XW.
he was improving Monday and was spread
which all enjoyed me but the
Lord
.
.
.
said
in
Accurate
.
His
Holy
if he continues they will get to very much. In the afternoon, we
* PHONE 401 •
Word- "Seek first the Kingdom
bring him home Wednesday of finished the
WORKMANSHIP
business, had our of God and His
rightiousness
and
week.
recreation• all
Sunshine Box and
.... At Low Cost this
things will be added."
Brother
Bradsfield filled his The meeting adjourned to meet
I sure likes to go to church. I
Watches, Clocks a n d Time regular
appointment
at Oak
Watts, Octo- don't want to miss
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Grove Church of Christ Sunday. with Mrs. Dorothy
a single Sun25.
ber
day in the year from going to
Repaired at Low Cost by—
A large crowd was present and
And Tire Company
speak for the church so it is a fine thing to
I think I can
were heard
two good sermons
ANDREWS
community when I say we all en- put your trust in God. So I will
Sunday
morn
at
11
and
Sunday
205 Commercial AveJewelry Company
joyed the short visit and nice re- say, in my.distress I cried unto
evening at seven. Come worship
freshments we had with the One the Lord and He heard me.
with us
and All Club Sunday. We are so
Welfare Workers Club met at
proud for you ladies and wish
the home of Mrs Ora
Golden
ROCK SPRINGS
you lots of pleasure working in
Wednesday, Sept. 27. TwentyIF YOU WANT TO PAY $3.95 for a pair of
your new home.
Nettie Lee Copelen
fjve members were present and
work shoes, we have them. If you want to pay
Mrs. May Hardison spent TuesMr. and Mrs. Ira Colley reportfive visitors. The meeting was
$12.50, we have those, too . . . and lot in becalled to order by the president ed a nice day and lots of good to day afternoon with Mrs, Ella
and the devotional was given by eat the 27th of Sept. when they Veatch.
tween.
Mr. and Mrs Edd Byrd, Mr.
anniverMrs. Ruth Finch. Prayer was giv- celebrated the fiftieth
dress
for
$5.00
PAY
TO
WANT
and Mrs. Edd
IF YOU
Cardwell
were
en by Mrs. Guy Finch and
Mrs. sary. They received a number of
In
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
shoes, we have thyn .. on up to $15.00.
Louise
Muzzall led the
song, nice gifts. We wish them many
more happy years of married life. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
"America."
other words,
Fulton
"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
Others on the program was the
and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
craft leader and her report was
Green and son, Mrs. Nora Copevery good. The club has made 178
trays, coasters and ash trays and
We have the shoe for you, from cheap to best.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
also a number have bought mail
There has been a good attendBoth men's and bog's.
box signs, painted their boxes and ance each evening at the revival
put their names on them. A do- at the State Line Mission which
nation was made to the Chestnut will go on
through this week.
Glade school fair. A good report Everyone is invited to attend.
Kentucky
Fulton.
204 Main Street
from our clothing chairman and
Bruce
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
a nice demonstration was given and sons attended the fair
in
by Mrs. Ora Golden on fall hats. Memphis
last
Wednesday of
We had a good report from all the week.
project leaders. Miss Odom was
Rev. and Mrs Earl Baird were
unable to be with us last week.
the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
At the noon hour a nice dinner 011ie McClain and
family Sunday.
Several of this community atcomtended the opening of the
munity clubhouse of Boaz Chapel
community Sunday.
of
was out
Sherrell Olive
school one day last week because
of having two teeth pulled.
MayMrs. Dailey Wilson of
field is visiting relatives in this
community.
Grissom
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Mrs.
were the guests of Mr and
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Robert
and
Charlie Phillips
113
Sunday after church.
WHISKEY
BOURBON
STRAIGHT
KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
little grandson, Kenneth Moore
FuII 1
m,_
ueaortifhrgavv?
Huge Oven
berBu
m o r e8"
holds 40 lb.
IDn
e
Turkey
eve:tyr.d
thriorsp

AUSTIN SPRINGS

FHA LOANS

FARM.

LOANS

RADICO
R9ezeite-

Ir-

LOGS AND TIMBER

WOOD-MOSAIC CO., Inc

CITY ELECTRIC

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY

RUM

In-

)m
50

L1QUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

WHAT PRICE DO YOU WANT TO PAY!

lar

GIN

West St:;.te Line

Forrester's Shoe Shop

The call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

ABIN STILL

Full-Size 40-in.

IICE

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
RANGE

Straight from Kentucky
4Years Old
-€,674-,6e.ifeeerAz

V

row.

y

V

eed

Radiant Doors,

Consigned by 15 of the breeders of West Kentucky. Leading bloodlines in the sale include: COLSTANORADO DOMINO 159th, LARRY DOMINO 50th, WHR TRUE MOLD, ADVANCE
WAY,MW MIXER DOMINO,REAL SILVER DOMINO, WHR EMBLEM

1/,

Royal Model 815.

only $2100 down. as little as $1.91 a week!

GI:ItrillUrj:NG

HEATER

Check these
Features:
Faster than Fast
Surface Cooking
New superfast "Speedo
master" units
give greater
pan contact.
EASIEST TO CLEAN

* 5-Hisat Surface
Switch*,
* Oven Thermostat
* Automatic Oven
Signal Light
* Conv•nient Agaplianc• Outlet
* Stainless Porcelain Exterloc

EASY TERMS

y.

*ennett Electric
217 Main Street

Bred Cows - Bred Heifers - Open Heifers - Bulls
14 BULLS - 51 LOTS • 37 FEMALES

Rich
Duo-ToneWalnut Finish!

Ask to see

DUOITHERM

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY, OCTOBER 12

A utoma
tic Draft
Minder!

s( Big
y

WEST KENTUCKY HEREFORD ASSOCIATION SALE

Powe Ai Blow.,
bBoelwer
—w h
beater,
r,
saves up to 25%
on
fuel hills!
at slight (Optional
extra cost.)

324 Walnut Street

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main St.

Lovell Bros., Henshaw
Mrs. Kelly Stewart, Henshaw
Curtis E. George, Princeton
Ray B. Martin & Sons, Princeton
Walter Ruby, Madisonville.
Boyd Powell, Sturgis.
D. B. Thomas, Cadiz

Lacy Bros., Hopkinsville
C. A. Rudd, Henshaw
Ora S Bandy, Greenville
T. .1. and Emmett McKinney, Kuttawa
Jo Kane, Dalton
Houston R. Springer, Morganfield
Gatton Bros., Bremen
H. R. Owen, Paducah

SALE ON THE RAY B. MARTIN FARM •
Lunch On Grounds — — Sale Time 1 P. M.
FULKERSON, Auct
Write for Catalogue-.BILL MARTIN,Sale Mgr. Princeton, Ky. JEWETT
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PIERCE STATION

Mrs. Benedict The officers form- Warder; Durell McCall, Sentinel
ed a horseshoe around the altar Mrs. Paul Hornbeak was appointMr. and Mrs. Garland Murphy
and the Chaplain and Marshall ed Christian flag bearer
and
DUKEDOM ROUTE 2 temoon.
and children of Princeton, Ky.,
escorted the Worthy Matron and assumer her station.
Mr. and Mrs Gaylor Weems and spent Sunday with their daughPatron
down
fill
to
the
gap
and
Joyce'Taylor
Mrs: Verna DeMyer presented
Mrs. Roscoe Williams drove to ter, Mrs. Billie Stem and family.
make a circle. As the circle was Mrs.
Davis with a Past Matron
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Owen and Fulton Sunday afternoon.
They were accompanied home by
formed the
officers sang, "On- pin. and
Edward Benedict Sr.,
girls of near Sedalia visited her
Mr. and Mrs. Wylton Adams cot their daughter-in-law, Mrs. Carl
ward Matron and Patron".to the
presented his son, Edward, Jr., a
parents. Mr. dend Mrs. W. L. near Dayton, Ohio left for their Murphy.
Odell Puckett
tune of "Onward Christian SolPast Patron pin, gifts from the
Roberts Sunday and all of them home Saturday
Ray Griffin spent the weekend
morning after
4iers.1 Mrs.,Wiseman then presChapter.
attended church at Bethlehem.
spending a week visiting relatives in Memphis with relatives.
ented Mrs. Davis a white bible
Mrs Boyd Aydelotte, tients in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr.
and
The new officers had
Mrs. Algie Hay and Mrs. John
Joyce Taylor called on Helen here.
Mr. and Mrs- Smith Brown, Mrs.
Mrs. Martin E Casey is visiting with Eastern Star emblem in gold the closing ceremonie charge of
Crittendon awhile Saturday alattended the
Weakley
s. During
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Stella her daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- on the back and Mr. Carper pres- the social
Miss
Aydelotte
and
E.
M.
hour delightful refreshCounty singing convention at
ented Mr. Benedict
with a tie,
J. P. Owen and girls were: Mr.
night ard Cole and boys .
Aydelotte were Monday
ments were served to about eighty
Old Salem near Martin Sunday.
and Mrs. Parrom Owen, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Aydelotte gifts from the officer!. Mrs. Davis members and
DeWitt Matthews attended the supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
guests.
received many beautiful and useEstes McClain and children, Mr.
Fulgham.
Kimbell
Wednesda
Lon
of
their
for
left
home
y
in
Weakley County singing
Visitors for the evening were:
conful gifts from other members.
and Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommie,
Wedreceived
word
Kizer
Detroit
after
Hal
spending
the
past
vention at Salem Sunday.
edict, Jr., organist.
Mrs Farrar Gargus, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Work and
Mrs Wyatt Hall and daughter, nesay afternoon that his mother, two weeks with his mother, Mrs. The
Rita.
old officers retired ih order Lester McWherter, Wing°, Ky...
Mrs.
George,
Kizer
St.
S.
of
Aydelotte
E.
J.
M
Nancy are on the sick list.
Mr and Mrs. J. B- Foy of Obion
Mrs. Jesse Thomas visited Mrs. and the new officers installed. Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Mr- and Mrs. Jack Lowe, Joe South Carolina was dead. He and
Newsom,
Mrs. Gargus was the installing
were Sunday guests of-his mothand Jane spent several days in Mrs. Kizer and son left Thursday Jim Inman Thursday afternoon.
officer. Mrs. Eunice Robinson, a Fulton, members of Grenada
er, Mrs. 3.3. McNatt and Mr. Mc- the
Carolina.
South
for
Zelma
arrived
Pigue
Friday
to
Smokey Mountains last week.
Natt.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. visit his . mother, Mrs. Pearl charter member and Past Grand Chapter, Grenada, Miss., Mrs.
Mrs. Lennie Davidson of MidMrs 0. F. Taylor visited Mr.
Matron, was installing marshall. dLouean Mitchell and Mrs. BeuIngrum on the birth
Arthur
of Pigue.
land, Texas spent Tuesday
of a son Wednesday, Sept. 27 at the
and Mrs. Jim Raines Saturday last
Mrs.
S. A McDade, a charter lah S. Burnette.
Mrs.
J.
McAlister
C
spent
Friweek
with her
brother, Fulton Hospital.
afternoon. Other visitors were:
member
and Past Matron was
day
afternoon
with
mother,
her
Wyatt Hall and family
Mrs Hub Wray, Mrs. John Yates
Chaplain and Mrs. Edward BenMrs. H, E. Wilson visited Tues- Mrs. Will Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs, Charlie Anley
and W. L. Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Gossum edict, Jr., arganist.
Will
, and Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Ashley day afternoon with Mrs.
Peggy Casey visited her sister, I of
spent Sunday with their son, Mr. The following officers were inliornbeak, Tenn., were recent Puckett.
Mrs- Ralph Morgan and Mr. MorPorter Aydelotte of Memphis , and Vrs. Leon Gossum and fam- stalled: Mrs. Cecil Wiseman, Worvisitors of the Halls.
gan of Fulton over the weekend.
thy Matron; Virgil Carper, WorMrs. Christine Pierce's dinner spent Tuesday night with his ily of Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K Finley, Mr. guests
Mr..' and Mrs. Louis Boaz and thy Patron; Mrs- Max McKnight,
were: Mr. and Mrs. Bob mother, Mrs. M. E. Aydelotte.
and Mrs_ Chester
Murphy and DeMyer
Miss Odell Puckett
visited daughter, Linda Gale, spent Sun- Associate Matron; Phillip Kocher,
of Fulton, Route 4, Mr.
baby called on Mr. and Mrs. T. C. and
Cecil day with Mr- and Mrs Roy Boaz. Associate Patron; Mrs. Verna
Mrs. Ben Jones of McConnell Thursday afternoon with
House awhile Sunday afternoon and
Binford, George Lawrence and
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Lewis, Mr. DeMyer, Secretary; Mrs W. M.
Miss Roberta De,Myer.
Mrs. Kvaline Yates spent one
Mrs. Wyatt Hall spent several Mrs. Arthur Ingrum, who'are pa- I and Mrs .John Moore spent Sun- Cowell, Treasurer; Mrs. Georte
one day last
week with Mrs. days of
day with Mr. Moore's
brother, Moore, Conductress; Mrs William
last week in
Memphis
Neva Singleton and helped her with
Hinkle, Associate Conductress;
who is ill in Martin.
Fulton Route One
her sister, Mrs- J. H. Archie,
can
apples.
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
Mr. and Mrs. West Rogers and Mrs Ben H. Jones, Chaplain.
who is in the Baptist Hospital.
(Too
late
last
for
week)
Sue
Puckett
Cayce, Ky.
Lone
of
Oak
was
Mrs. Allen Jones, Marshall;
Phone 11
Mrs Ida Bradley of Paducah
a Sunday guest of Ludora RowSEED COMPANY
In your borne, of
visited Saturday with Mrs. Brad- Mrs. F. D. Phillips, organist Mrs.
Sue Clark
PILOT OAK
land.
ley's sister, Mrs. Ida Brooks.
Edward Benedict, Sr., Adah; Mrs.
on the Concert stage..
Misses
.
Shelby
Virginia
and
Mr. and Mrs- Arthur T. Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and William Holland, Ruth; Mrs. ArMrs. Louise Olive and
today's great piano.
chil- Clark visited Miss Aline WilkerTHOMSON PHOS7,
CPANY
4T E
Slid family attended the associaboys of Pilot Oak spent Sunday dell Sams, Esather; Mrs. Virgil
dren spent Sunday with
407 South Deo.boen S.
Mrs. son Saturday night
tion at the Mt. Zion Primitive
with his brother, Mr and
Mrs. Carper, Martha; Mrs. Finis VanLillie Gordon at Pilot Oak.
FEEZLE PIANO SALES
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt
Baptist Church last week
Gossum and
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson and chil- 0. G. Clark were:
son, cil, Elena; Miss Elizabeth Witty,
622 Broadway
Parhanah
Mr. and Mrs Ronalddren visited Mrs. Mary Collins Jake Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chandler
Sunday afternoon.
Cruce and son and Aline Wilker- of Akron, Ohio
visited
Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Turell Dowday son.
with his sister. Mrs. Robert Gosand children were Sunday guests
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Gardner sum and Mr.
until winter's early darkness slips up on you
Gossum.
of Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Hicks. left Sunday
morning for Chicago
Miss Odell Puckett spent SatJo Ann Coltharp visited Jerry where they
will
make
their urday night with Mr. andCHECK THE WINDOWS IN YOUR HOME, and Larry
Mrs.
Coltharp Sunday.
home.
, Leon Charlton and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
OFFICE, BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE
Owen
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs Jess Thomas shopand girls, Mr. and Mrs. Homer N. F.
AND CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.
Wilkerson were:• Mr. and ped in Mayfield
Wednesday.
McClain and Gerald visited with Mrs. Monroe
Wilkerson, Mr. and I Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Roberts Sun- Mrs. N.
McAlister
L. Wilkerson, Mr. and were Sunday supper
day.
guests of her
Mrs. Jake Smith and Misses Sue, parents,
Wise mothers know how really
Mr.
and Mrs Will PuckMr. and Mrs. Bumice Glisson Shelby
and Virginia Clark
effective Vicks VapoRub is when
—PHONE 909—
' ett.
and La Donna Dean were dinner
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. , Mrs. Hettie
you rub it on.
Free Pick-up and Delivery Service
Mullins spent the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elton Glis- 0. D.
Now, for amazing new relief
Cook were: Mr. and Mrs. weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Wash
son and family.
when colds cause coughing, upAlfred Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs. Mullins
and
Mrs. Betty Duke.
per bronchial congestion,or that
Mrs- Martin E. Casey was Joe Sellars
and children, Mr. and
"stuffed -up" feeling, modern package. Then . .
slightly injured Sunday while on Mrs. Joe
. breathe In
Cook,
Mr.
and
mothers
Mrs.
EASTER
use VapoRub this spe- soothing, medicated vapors.
N
STAR
her way to church. She fell from Jack
INSTALLS
Underwo
cial
way.
od
too
and
—
in
little
steam!
OFFICER
It
Every
S
in
breath
ea-ses coughling.
BEAUTIFUL
the wagon and it ran over her.
brings relief almost instantly. relieves that "chokey"
daughter, Martha, Aline Wilker- CEREMONY
feeling
TUESDAY NIGHT
She was rushed to the
Put 1 or 2 good spoonfuls of For continued
hospital son, Shelby and Virginia
Clark.
Tuesday
evening, September
for treatment.
VapoRub in a vaporizer or bowl while you sleep relief—even
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and 26 the Masonic
of boiling water, as directed in —rub it on, too.
Hall was a scene
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Murphy son visited
Mr. and Mrs. 0- D. of gay activities: The
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Elson Clark
spacious
Use it in steam—Rub it on, too!
Saturday night.
iumostus
rooms were decorated with huge
McQuire and son visited Mr. and
vases
of
beautiful
fall flowers.
Mrs. Emmett Finley.
Church. His twelve year old son I Mrs. Virgil Davis,
426 Lake St. Fulton,Ky. Phone 93 Mrs. Ittiby Mae Steele
Worthy Matwas is to speak that night
at the 7:45 ron, presided ver a very lengthy
hostess of several women Saturservices. Everyone is invited to business sessio .
We Are Now Buying
Mrs. Farror Garday
afternoon for a
Stanley attend
gus, Deputy Grand Matron of
demonstration.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart District 18 of the
Grand Chapter
Bro. Elvin Jackson of Paducah
and children spent Sunday after- of Eastern Star
of Kentucky was
is to be the speaker next Sunnoon with Mr. and Mrs. Orby introduced and
given a hearty
day, Oct. 8 for the morning servBushart.
welcome.
ices at the Pilot Oak
Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Mrs. Davis gave a splendid reVincent
were visitors of Lynville Baptist port of her years
in the East and
Church Sunday for regular ser- thanked the officers
We also store your potatoes; all potatoes in
for_their loyvices.
alty and cooperation and preMr. and Mrs. Verdell Glisson sented each a gift.
storage fully covered with insurance.
She closed her
and Myra visited Mr. and Mrs. year with an
addenda, Let Your
Harvey Neely Sunday afternoon. Light so Shine.
She was assisted
—Crates and Hampers available now—
Commedore Webb visited Mr. by the Worthy Patron
Edward
and Mrs. Verdell
Glisson and Benedict, Jr., and the Star Points.
daughter Sunday night
Mrs. Leo Greengrass, representNational Cotton
B. K. BOYD, Manager
ing the Blue Ray which symbolPicking Contest
ize fidelity. Mrs- William Holland
izes fidelity. Mrs. Wm. Holland
Blytheville, Mississippi County, Ark.
stancy. Mrs. Harold Gardner, the
White Ray a symbol of loyalty.
IT'S HERE
World's Largest Cotton Producing County
The Sensational New Invention Mrs. Emma Jean Carper, the
Walnut Sreet
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Green Ray a symbol of faith and
No Belts — No Straps — No Mrs. William Hinkle, the Red Ray
a symbol of love.
Odors.
Approved by Doctors — The
Mrs. Edgar Bell approached the
World's Most Comfortable
altar for a short prayer and the
other officers joined in a song,
Truss.
"Farewell to Thee."
CITY DRUG CO.
Mrs- Cecil Wiseman, associate
405 Lake St.
Open Division:
Mrs. Phyllis Goff, 1902 Park
Women's Division:
Fulton Matron,. presented a beautiful
Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana, is now
addenda honoring Mrs. Davis and
First
$1000.00
able to go about her housework in
First
$250.00
ON
less than it takes to talk about it.
Second
250.00
Second
100.09
That is, of course, since Mrs. Goff
Third
has been taking wonderful HAD100.00
Third
50.00
ACOL. Mrs. Goff had been suffering
from a deficiency of Vita4
COOL
?ram of
5 Prizes of
mins B,, B., Niacin, and Iron.
COOL
$2:.00 Each
which HADACOL contains.
$50.00 Each
Now
full
of
pep
and
energy,
(Women are also
Mrs. Goff is able to give this fine
12 Prizes of
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
statement: "It's pretty bad when
eligible
for Open
$25.00 Each
you are in a run-down condition
October 6-7
Our prices start. at
Vivii, Prizes.)
when you are only 32. That includes headaches, loss of sleep
. . . I was also terribly nervous
all the time. Then I heard about
the wonderful results other folks
,ttri Cfiv0.--*C
'
t4
were getting from HADACOL.
PC°3
,
t
- orl °I
After taking a few bottles my
nerves were calmed. I got a good
010%1 A.
for a two-piece
night's sleep, and I gained five
Clip This Entry Blank and Mail In!
pounds. I think HADACOL is
wonderfuL I recommend it to all
my friends."
POO
SOFA BED
I HEREBY apply for permission to enter the
4
1i
This is another one of the
THE
1(i4 hb„, 840P
lej#
10*(Ry
statement
s
fine
the
folks
who have
11th ANNUAL WORLD'S CHAMPIONr
I
k[p
enr
,
SUITE
been taking HADACOL gave us.
i0o, tory
3
-°
SHIP COTTON PICKING CONTEST to be
e.
Yes, there are thousands and
thousand
s
of
people
all
over
the
conducted at Blytheville, Arkansas, on Occountry who are getting blessed
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
relief from wonderful HADACOL
tober 13,1950. I agree to abide by the rules
when they needed Vitamins B.,
October 8-9-10
covering the contest.
and "Forma-Beds- start at
13., Iron, and Niacin.
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL pram..rts
Let HADACOL Help You
Name
... If you are suffering front
St. or R.F.D.
stomach distress, nervousness, insomnia, constipation. aches and
City.
pains of neuritis, or a general
41110%ft:run-down condition, caused by
with two and three cushions,
Date
such deficiencies. Remember, it
Ma RUSSELL i.0 MATE
will cost you nothing if HADA7177/4//
6
0
/0,e
(Entry Fee of $10.00 Must Accompany This
COL doesn't help you. Buy either
the trial size for $1.25 or the large
Finest Frieze upholstery!
Application.)
family or hospital size for $3.50
Wednesday and Thursday
and if you are not completely satYour choice of colors!
isfied—return the bottle and your
October 11-12
money will be refunded.
•isao. rhs LeBlanc Corporation
Yvonne
(let Your HADACOL Now at

!
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Powdered Rock
PHOSPHATE

BECAUSE
on Farm after Farm
it gets BEST RESULTS!
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WHY WAIT?
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REUEF!
For STUFFINESS
,
COUGHS of COLDS

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

CUM

For Fine Liquors

SWEET POTATOES

'2 500
In Cash Prizes!

OCT.13

Gordon,Somors& Butts

RUPTURE

Fulton

Contest Open to Anybody,
From Anywhere
PRIZES!

Phone 1249

Special Low Prices

-PRIZES!

LIVING ROOM SUITES

Enter
Now!

TWO ACTION HITS

Don't
Wait!

69.95

sluzik

MATJEW

Joel McCREA
Wanda HENDRIX

National Coffon Picking Contest
Blytheville, Arkansas

gponeereg by Ike IfIllyelkeellb gasillar Ellombur eft csamasree

CITY DRUG CO.

Phone 70-428

Fulton

Be CARLO

e

,SADDLE MAN

MEN"MAW
cocar SY

7eC2ZOR

"FORMA-BED" SUITES

99.95

STATIONARY SUITES

159.95

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street

Phone 1

.111•••

fcCall, Sentinel.
ak was appoint; bearer
and
an.
Myer presented
Past Matron
d Benedict,Sr.,
, Edward, Jr., a
gifts from the
s had charge of
monies. During
lightful refreshIto about eighty
sts.
evening were:
is, Mr. and Mrs.
r, Wing°, Ky,
W. Newsom.
of Grenada
a, Miss., Mrs.
and Mrs. Beu-

News and Personals from - - - -

Water Valley
Odell Puckett
(Too late for last week)
Martin E. Casey passed away
at his home Monday night after
a week's
illness. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Clara Casey
and one daughter, Mrs. Richard

RADIO
Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't working right, I can fix it for you
now.
• • •
I have a complete line of batteries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for that
football broadcast, fishing or
hunting trip or picnic!
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
Fulton vicinity,
'owe, at
r Jtage .
•
21

pas&

NO SALS
Paducah

"HAMS"
RADIO CENTER
M. E. "Ham" Ethridge
Phone 455
Fulton

Cole. Funeral services were conducted Wednesday afternoon at
Bayou de Chein Church
with
burial in Pinson cemetery.
Mrs. Rebecca Neely of Milburn, Ky., spent Tuesday night
with her aunt, Miss Ada Pigue.
Billy Wilson went Wednesday
for his physical examination for
the army.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Wade of
San Antonia, Texas are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E
C.
Wade.
Despite the down pour of rain
Thursday morning the household
sale of T. E. Eaker's was well attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett
daughter,
and
Melanie, left
Thursday for Melvin, Mich., to
visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
G. F, Weston.
Mrs. Ardell Carter is on the
sick list this week.
The revival closed at the Methodist Church Friday with
five
aditions to the church.
Mesdames Rosa Bell Casey and

AWNINGS
• Custom made to your size.
• • PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; win d,o s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

. breathe In
A vapors.
-ses coughing.
Akey" feeling_
•elief—even

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

VISIE

)ES

tatoes in
ance.
now-

effi
ait
SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN
with

KING-O-HEAT

('heck These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.

tone 1249

3. Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases — Pro-,
duces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed Interchangeable,
All
Fire
Brick Lining.

es

5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke
Screen Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum

TES

)5
-piece

HEAT

a
Circulator
Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!

3utts

start at

7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Provides
Easy
Fueling.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your store
until you are ready for it.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

BED
'E

99.95

39.95

Saturday night.
James
Browder left Tuesday
for Nashville and from there to
Cuba and Jamaica before going
to Porti Rico to resume his work
for Swift and Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King visited Mr. and Mrs. Z. R. Shanklin
and Mr. and Mrs A. J. Brundige
at Latham Sunday.
The tenth anniversary of WSCS
will be observed Monday afternoon, Oct. 2 at the church. Members of South Fulton Society will
be their guests.

PILOT OAK
(Too late for last -.week)
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coltharp
and Steve, Mr. and Mrs. Orby
Bushart and Ward are visiting in
Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Verdell Glisson
and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Burnice
Glisson visited Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Bushart and children Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount visited Mr. and Mrs. ft N. Bushart
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Webb
visited Mr. and
Mrs.
Walter

PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
(Too late for last week)

Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder,
Mrs. W. C. Hogg
and
James
Browder spent Sunday afternoon
at Gilbertsville, Ky.
Sunday visitors of Mr and Mrs.
Rupert Browder were: Mr. and
Mrse. Herbert Hardy of
Union
City, Mr..and Mrs. Harry Murphy
and Mrs. Herman Easley.
Mr- and Mrs. Robert Watts attended church at Salem
Sun"Mmm Girl" is the title be- day and were dinner guests of
Mr.
WLW-NBC'
and
Mrs. Cap Watts.
s Connie
te-owed upon
Russel by her fan club. Connie's
Mr • and Mrs. Roy Bard, Eugene
songs are high-spots in the week- Bard and Joan Smith attended
day "Dial Dave Carroway" show the fair in Memphis Monday.
Friday night guests of Mr. and
at 1:15 p.n., EST.
Mrs. C B. Caldwell and
family
were: Mr. and Mrs. Art Grissom
Martin E. Casey spent the week- and Hilon Nelson of Detroit, Mr.
end with the former's
parents, and Mrs. Claude Nelson, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butler
of Mrs. Albert Caldwell and Mrs.
Emma Grissim of Pilot,Oak'
Viola, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Burnette
Mr. and Mrs. Buder Bradley
and son, Jerry,
Mr. and Mrs. spent tha weekend in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hancock,
Chester Campbell and Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Puckett spent Sun- Mr .and Mrs. Hillman Collier attended the Memphis fair Tuesday at Kentucky Lake.
day
Mr. and Mrs. J, C. McAlister
Dan Weatherspoon spent Sunwere Sunday night supper guests
day with Jimmy Wallace.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder,
Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Tucker, MilMr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards ton Tucker, Rebecca Tucker
and
visited Sunday with George Law- Mr. Calliham were supper
guests
rence and Cecil Binford
who of Mr. and Mrs. John Verhine
are patrients in the Fulton Hospital.
Elmus Bruce suffered a heart
attack Sunday morning at
his
home. He is slowly improving at
this writing.
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Paducah spent the weekend with
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrel Stephens
and children spent Scnday with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Flowers
went to Memphis Wednesday to
visit his father, Johnnie Flowers,
who is a patient in the
Baptist
Hospital.
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress
and boys were: VIr. and Mrs Ollie Batts and daughters, Rita and
Violet Marie of Midway, Tenn.,
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Shepherd, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Flowers, Mr. and
Mrs. Ardell Harrington and son,
Michael.
Mrs W. B. Thompson is visiting her daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Glasco of near Union City.
Rev. Roy Shepherd began
a
revival Monday night, Sept. 7.5 at
Northwestern
Baptist Church
near Midway, Tenn.
Rev W. B. Bishop begins
a
revival Sunday night at Temple
Hill Methodist Church near Almo, Ky.
Johnnie Flowers is recuperating from a serious operation. He
has been in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis for some time. He is
some better at this writing.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Shepherd
visited Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Childress and boys, Jimmie and Billie
On Sunday, Sept. 24 the Aydelotte family enjoyed a picnic on

Webb at Mayfield who has been
carried home from the hospital
and is doing better.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowden and
son have moved ir
their new
home at Pilot Oak recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson
visited Mr and Mrs. Roy Emerson
Saturday night.
Mrs. Lucille Emerson was called to work at the Curlee clothing

mill in Mayfield Thursday.
Senile Work of New Jersey is
visiting parents,
Mr. and MrsEdd Work for a couple of weeks.
Bro. and Mrs_ G. C. Willis were
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Avery Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
and Jerry were dinner guests of
Mr and Mrs. Bonnie B. Carr.

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $9930
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
The best ambulance service at any hoar, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL AWN.

Hospitality...so easily planned
/7
/

to welcome friends
offer ice-cold Coke

6 Bottle Carton 25°
Plus Depostt

110TTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COAPANY
BY

FL'LTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
01910.11r Came C.A. CAmp•AY

......

•

005-

Plenty of Power!
Each of the 8 great Dodge truck engines
gives you power aplenty —top economy,
too. That a because you get an engine
that's "Job-Rated" to St your hauling
needs. . . one that's jam-packed with
money-saving, long-life features.

Plenty of Payload!
S,
Ai
r
\
s
g 77

1P
,C
.' 7i

You'll yesiAt from
bigger Parensla
out overloading wititaxles
and springs — tint'''.
to Dodge "Job-Ratexl"
weight distribution.
More truck weight on
the
front axle
ns
means
more payload on the
rear axle.

Plenty of Performaace!
Plenty of Protection!
You'll ride safety-sure in a welded all-steel cab
with the biggest windshield of any popular truck!
You'll have the finest truck brakes in the industry ... a hand brake operating independently on
propeller shaft on all models— h-ton and up.

PHONE

In city traffic or on the
open road, you'll enjoy
performance plus!
trucks are "Job-Rated" for
easy handling,too! You can
turn 'em in shorter circles',
back 'em up and perk 'em
faster —with leas effort.

New! girol Fluid Drive!

Plenty Low in Price!

A v4.116,616 of. all VI-, 1/
4- •Atil 1-1.n
proisoasps
Ps Ask es few

With all their extra value, Dodge "Jcb- Rated"
trucks are priced with the lowest. Come in
and ask us to show you a truck that will start
saving you money the day you buy it!

models. Lowers upkeep cosh,
Interesting flold Ortve
booklet.

Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
... in all kinds of weathdoor.
er. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.
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SAO.:
•TH
E
oil
porn*/

234 EAST FOURTH STREET

Prompt service!
Phone 1

the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.'Will
Puckett which happens to be the
Aydelotte home place. Mrs. M. E.
Aydelotte had all her children
except one daughter with her for
the occasion. Those attending included: Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beadles and children, Kent and Annette, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Chapman
and children, Dale and Richard,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd and children, Dennis and Janice, Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Weaks and son, Jerry
Mac, Mr. and Mrs• Shouse Roper,
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Kimbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Aydelotte,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Brown and
daughter, Sue, Mr. and Mrs Will
Puckett, Misses
Odell Puckett,
Stella Aydelotte and Kay Cherry,
Mrs. Margaret Aydelotte, Luther
Gossum and Porter Aydelotte.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Thomas attended a reunion at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Inman near
Crowley Sunday.
Mrs. Hattie Mullins spent Sunday with Mrs. Rebecca Hopkins.

Sawyers Market

tors!

IRE CO

IVImm Girl,

DODGE

Set us
I
600d b
'
ea •

TRU CKS...fitiow-costtiompottating.

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-11 East Fourth Street

Phone 622
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ary 30, 1889 at Middleton. Tenn.,
i Ralph Rogers, Mrs. 'ma Farmer, H L. Snow, Mrs. Eunice C. Rob- Elaine and Edward, Mr. and Mrs.
Flowers And
but moved to this
community
'Mrs Wallace Shankle, Dr. F. D. inson, Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Cloys, T. J. Kramer, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
(Continue
front
d
page
One)
many years ago, where she spent
Phillips, Barney Speight,
Mrs. Mrs. Effie
Speight, Mrs.
Riley Ralph, Winstead, Mr. and Mrs
most of her life. She was a good Bernice.
Phillips,
D.
F.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ElRoy Latta, Mr and Mrs. J.
• Services
A.
Gordon,
Mrs. Margaret
christian woman and did much
Cobb, Willingha
Also, Mrs. Robert Webb, Mrs. mer Shaw, Mrs. A. M. Browder,
m and
sons, Mr. and
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger good in the community in which Frank
Gibbs, Mrs. Raymond Mrs. Bertha Nugent, Elmer Mc- Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Thomas,. Lill- Mrs. Orville Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
• For Sale
and polisher. Fulton Paint & she lived.
Hatcher. B. B. Kimberlin, Loyce Natt, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Brown, ian Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs Toni Boyd Alexander, Mr. and
Mrs.
Glass Company, 210 Church
Active pallbearers were: Cole- Dew, Mr and Mrs. Brooks
B. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Williams, Dr. Counce and family, Mrs. J. B. Burch Moon, Mrs. Gordon Rose,
BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
Street, Phone 909.
man Evans, Roy Bard, 'Harvey Henderson, Mrs. Lounzo Palmer, and Mrs. D. L. Jones, Mr. and Lee, Mrs. Finis Usrey,
Bonnie Mr. and Mrs. Neal Jones.
plenty of nice homes for sale
Pewitt, Robert
Watts, Malcolm Mrs. Homer Croft, J. R. Alexand- Mrs. William Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Usrey, Mrs. John Binkley,
In town, and a good selection of
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Pirtle and
ATTENTION FARMERS: Keen, Inman and Thomas Perry..
er, Rebecca
Alexander, Nora Edward Pugh and Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Reeves, Mr. and Mrs.
farms at all times. Charles W.
sharp disc harrows will make
Alexander,
D. M. Freeman, Mrs W. T. Hinkle, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Butterworth, Mr. and Mrs. boys and Sallie Ann, Mr. and
Burrow.
a seed bed for
sowing your
MRS. ROSIE E. AUSTIN
Arthur Matheny, Ellen Freeman, Raymond Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Elwyn Coffman and Margarwheat. I have the only modern
Mrs. Horace et Ann, Mrs. Ben Hainley, Mrs.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Funeral services for Mrs. Rosie Mrs. Claude Lee, Claude Lee, Doran Colley and Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kratner,\!Jr.,
disc grinder in this community,
Reams
Smith Brown, Mrs. Bill Holland,
and automatic models, $124.95
E. Austin, who died Sunday morn- Mrs. Annie Prummitt, Mr. and Will McDade.
and
will
grind
your
discs
for
Also, Tommy Reams, Eva .10 Mr. and Mrs. Louie Bard,
and up. Sales and service.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Pickle,
ing at her home
near
Austin Mrs. F. C. Grisham, Mrs. R. T.
Mr
35c
each,
up
18".
to
(20",
50c)•
Reams,
Taylor,
Keny, Mr. and Mrs. Louis and Mrs. Lewis Thompson, Mrs.
Mrs R. M Belew: Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B. Winsett,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Springs, were held Monday at the
Disc
plow
blades,
$1.50
each.
and
Weaks,
Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rose, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C Wil- Orah Coffman, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Fulton, Ky.
residence
conducted by
Rev.
One-way plow
blades, $1.50 Cayce Pentecost
Temple, Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Bennett, Nes. Russell banks, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Stov- Westpheling, R. Paul Westphelwith burial un- Myrtle
each. I am
located in LairdSEE US FOR YOUR PHONOall
ClydeNed
and
Roma, Mrs. Hoyt Moore, ing, III, Mary Johanna Westpheld,
Nancy and Judy and Rudd, K. Homra, Amaline Homder the direction of the Whitnel
Gossum Welding shop on Lake
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
Mrs. Glyn Bard.
ra, Alva T. Owens, Jr., and Miss Mrs. Harvey Maddox, Mrs. A. T. ing,
Carlene
Funeral
Home
Stokes, J Paris
in
the
Austin
Street extended;
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
phone 691, Springs cemetery.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, Judy Ann Owens, Mary
Moss Conley, Mrs. M. S. Rhodes, Mrs Campbell, Mr .and Mrs. Ernest
day, or 678, night. Leonard Hol45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Mr.
Allen
Austin,
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Charles
D.
Thacker,
Hales,
C.
Reams and
Brady, Margaret Omar, H.
Mrs Tom Hales, Willette
Besides her
husband, she
R.
land..
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalMr. and Mrs, James
McDade, Goulder, Jerry Duane
leaves her mother, Mrs.
John Peg. Mrs. Arthur Matheny, Mr. Cook, Mrs. Donald H. Baker, Mr.
Speight
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Mrs.
and
Walter
Mrs.
Henderson
Ernest
Cardwell,
and
,
Mr.
Neva
and
Mrs. Roy Watts, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
Sue
Henry and
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in- Rhodes of Austin Springs, a sisSmith
Butler,
Marilyn. Brown.
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304 ter, Mrs. Lee Ann Fuller of Duke- and Mrs. William Phillips, Mr James Haygood, Mr. and Mrs. I. Mrs. H. G.
BEST BUYS
Mrs.
and
Leon
Browder,
C.
Mr.
Colley,
and
Mr. and Mrs.
Paschall Street. Martin High- dom, Route 1, a brother, Elisha
Karl
in new and used furniture
way, Fultdn, Ky. Phone 1383. Rhodes, Palmersville, Route 1, Mrs. Will Baucom, Betty Jo Bau- Kimberlin, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon
Most Complete Stock
In West lenbicky
and appliances.
com,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hutchens,
Duke
Crews
Mrs
Jim Burke, Joe C.
and an aunt, Mrs. Annie Baker
REGULAR LODGE MEETING: of Chicago.
McDADE'S
and Nancy, Mrs. Ruth Finch, Mrs. Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. Roper
USED FURNITURE STORE
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
Active pallbearers were: Bu- Chester Binkley, Mr. and Mrs Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Ed WilliamHenry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Harvey Pewitt, Mrs. Leslie Nu- son, Katherine Williamson, Mr.
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, nice Westbrook, Dodge
and liar216 Church St.
212 Church Street, Fulton.
Phone 908
01 Tucker, Archie Fuller, Athel gent. Mrs. Lon Brown, Mr. and and Mrs. James Brann and Mr.
Mrs. Neuman
Croft, Mrs. J. L. and Mrs. Charles Bushart.
Griffith.
FOR SALE: African Violets and DESTROY TEHMIIES. Free in- McClure and
Jones, Sr., Mrs. A C. Butts, Mrs.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Abe Jollay,
spection.
one good oil heater. Mrs. M. E.
Reasonable
price.
Louis Sensing and Jessica, Mrs.
Frank
Daws. Tel. 8634.
McKinney, Mayfield, William Steele Training Paul Kendall, A. C. Butts, Mary Miss Willie Jolley, Mrs. I. -If.
Read, Lena
Ky. P.
Mrs. Lynn
Box 471, Phone
—442 Lake Street
At Great Lakes Center B. Abernathy, Mrs. J. H. Howard, Taylor, Mrs.McKeen,
Phone 237
_
1309-J.
FOR SALE: Due to ill
Dick Bard,
health,
Mrs.
Mrs. Sallie Callender and
Mrs.
Dealer is over
stocked with
William R Steele, seaman re- Byrdie Garvey.
New and Used Hearing Aids.
DR. J. W. TOSH
cruit, USN, nephew of Mr. and
Also, Mrs. Susie Hillman, Mr
4ol1ing this surplus Stock at a
Mrs Sam H. Steele of Route 5, and Mrs. R. L Harris, Miss Flora
Eyesight Specialist
teduced price. For information
Fulton, Ky., is undergoing re- Oliver. Mr. and •Mrs. 0. E._Nansee Mr. W H. Roper, 222
cruit training at the world's larg- ney, Mt and Mn. George Swig206 Main St.
Fulton
Church St., Fulton, Ky.
est Naval Training Center, Great gad. Mr and Mrs Sam Reed, Mr.
The friendly folks at Kroger want to greet
(Across from Bennett
Lakes, Ill.
and Mrs. Carolvle Croft, Mrs. M.
Drug
Store)
you and help you win big prizes in our
FOR SALE: Vigo Seed Wheat.
Recruit training is the sharp L. Chambers, Mrs Mae Warren,
C. P. Freeman, Phone 145, Fulbreak between civilian and Naval tilipy.CtItsinberij Mrs. 'Philip
ton.
life in which the new Navy man Warren, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jones.
Billy C. Fry
learns the fundamental principles Mr and Mrs. Virgil Patterson and
FOR SALE: Ope Chevrolet car.
of the Naval service.
son, Mr. and Mrs. J. H: PatterOne large Bridge
Beach cirJeweler
In the course of his training the son, Sr., Edra Earl
culating heater, burns either
McCollum.
recruit
is
taught
seamanship. Ruth R. Scott. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
coal or wood. One battery PhilWatch and clock repairing
1,1 VE FiC TTt 1
Er3ft LESS
Navy
customs,
terms, basic
co radio in good condition Miss
Mrs
or- Brady, Mr. and
Prompt service
Gordon
dnance, gunnery, signaling and Baird. Carlene
Copyriabt 1949, The Kroger Co.
Mattie
Boone, Mr. and
All work guaranteed
Vincent, Route 3, Fulnavigation.
Mrs. Avery Hancock and Joseton, Ky.
Phone 455
EVERY PRO DOUBLED • if you attach the doted
Upon completion of his training phine, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chen113 Washington Street
end from Hot-Doted Coffee bcg, or tear-off
the
recruit
is
assigned either to iae, Mrs. Wales Austin.
Jane
Across from the telephone office
strip from Kroger Coffee can!
units of the Fleet or to a service Austin and Marie Morris.
school for specialized training..
Also, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. McEAST TO WIN! Just tell us in 25 words or less
Kinney. Joe Mac Reed and Don.
whof you like beg about your Kroger store.
Keep your eyes on
Mr.
and
Mrs. Charlie Stephenson,
Hurry! Enter now! Enter often!
PERSO
NALS
Mr.
and Mrs C B. Caldwell, SuNIS-1664
1,003 CHANCES TO WIN1
O. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turberville san and Ladd Stokes, Mr. and
Free Entry Blanks At Kroger!
All Priz•s Cold Cash,
have returned
from a weekend Mrs. C. J. Bowers. Mrs. Hillman
Used Car Lot for
visit with relatives in Memphis.
Friday - Saturday
Collier, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. CleLittle Miss Nancy Dame
has ment, Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Goldci.
bargains.
returned from a visit with
Oct. 6-7
her Mr. and Mrs. q. J McDade, J..,.
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Card- Browder, Mr. arI4 Mrs. Mace McCITY MOTOR CO. grandparen
well in Paducah.
Dade, Mr: and Mrs. Paul HornMr. and Mrs. Ira Taylor and beak. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Prince.
Fulton, Ky.
little Miss Betty Jean Boulton of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Davis, CharKroger Hot-Dated Coffee 3 lb. $2.25
..
BALDWIN PIANOS Cayce were Sunday guests of Mr. les W. Burrow, Mrs. W. L. Jo/The choice of the world's great and Mrs. C. A. Stephens on the nor Mrs. .1 J House,
Mrs. M.
P',Ii-14"
LB
Mayfield Highway.
Hagnover. Mrs. H. H. House, Mrs.
- •_.r.s , L44:11.. ...mi.^
pianists
Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Morse spent Harold Muzzall and girls,
Mrs.
Coffee—fresher flavor, aroma.
the weekend with relatives
in Weldon King, Miss Sarah King,
Feezle Piano Sales
Vacuum Packed
Hoplcinsville, Ky.
622 Broadway
Mrs. Harold Holladay and
HarMr. and Mrs.
Shawie Noffel old Hotta:fay.
Paducah, Kentucky
"3
Cans
and children
and Mr. and Mrs. .Also,
and
Mrs.
Seldon
(
RS REPAIRED on Jack Naifeh and son, Johnny of Reed, James
White and Green
and John, Mrs. Cam... wow P4111101 • MIR MIK RADIATO
1 Ilibs s Vine ripened 1 ornitrws
Cars, Trucks and Tractors. We Portagesville, Mo., spent Sunday mie
Newton, Miss Dorothy NewNM RIM • MI6 MON
use
genuine "Lake" cores. with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ton, Mr. and
A relliWe PONE
Mrs. Rob Fowler,
Pierce Walker Garage, Beeler- John Noffel and other relatives.
Mrs. Essie Rogers, Mr. and Mrs
ton. Phone Fulton 1224-J-3.
Kroger(- ream style
Orange, Grapefruit or Blended
—Plus--

CLASSIFIED ADS

Come In! Get Acquainted!

er

ORPHEUM

$32550000
Acerfor
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POTLIGHT lb 77(

FRENCH BRAND

arnished

ROGERS--

10116 Of TO MOM

SLV
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)
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Eck
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—SEE US FOR—

MRS. CLEO HARRISON

x

...1111151 NISI•IE

LIMA BEANS 10"

DEATHS— FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:

r
LTRIGGER
!2Of

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
Oct. 8-9-10

Funeral services for Mrs. Cleo
King Harrison, who died Tuesday
about 4 o'clock at her home on Ky. 31
Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
the Middle Road, were conducted
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at clover,
Red top, orchard grass, rye grass, red
Palestine conducted by the pastor, Rev. Bryan Bishop and Rev. Clover, blue
grass.
L. B. Council of Hickman. Burial
under the direction of the Whitnel Funeral Home was in the PalBarley, wheat. winter turf oats, Balboa Rye,
estine cemetery.
She leaves two sons, Jeff Harrialfalfa. crimson clover.
son of Fulton and Robert Harrison of Murray and four grandchildren. Her husband preceded
PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS
her in death about 18 months ago
and a daughter, Lela May Harrison, died about a year ago.
Mrs Harrison was born Janu-

20%

711 OCEAN
DRIVE
with
Edmond
•

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

5.00 PER WEEK

Joanne

O'Brien

Dru

E

arle

204 Plain

I

Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620

Hotell

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

Phone 55

•••••••••••••.11.••

Filmed under police
protection! 8 billion
dollar gambling
.
Syndicate Exposed!
...•••••••

Wed. - Thurs.
Oct. 11-12

SHOWDOWN

5-Room Size
"low-Boy" Console

only

*"low-Boy" Console Style...
blends with home furnishings

-

*Five-Room Size...
full 47,700 B.t.u. capacity

$10495

COME IN! SEE IT TODAY!

with
WILLIAM ELLIOTT
•
WALTER BRENNAN
•
MARIE

WINDSAR

TOMATO JUKE 4"("

McDADE FURNITURE Co.
319-23 WALNUT STREET

in
ve
Sr
in

Tall

Cans

Country Club—Fluffy light

.OZ.

Purr l.s aporated

Jars

s4404 Dressing

Eatmore—Yellow—No Mixing

No 2'
Cans

Avondale Sliced or Halves

C
I1
:113'4

American in Oil

Rich Ripe—Big Seller

4

GRAPEFRUIT • • • •
ONIONS 5O mE:1.89 25

EXTRA
LARGE

29c

44 SIZE

New Fresh Florida—Juicy, Good Color, Good Eating.

MESH

MO

BAG

CRANBERRIES

Lb Cello

19' TOKAY GRAPES 2 25'

Bag

Lbs.

Finest Red Tart—Eastern Grown
LbBI:Igesh

Reg—Big Gorgeous Bunches

1,79

POTATOES 50

Li
g.ag"esb
l
Selected Washed Red Triumphs

1,49

67c
TURKE
FRYERS lb 59c
10 to 14 Lb.
Average

Young Tender Full Drawn—oven Ready

Kroger Quality

Full Drawn

BRISKET 0'BEEF "
U. S. Graded Good or choice

39' 1

OYSTERS
Large Selects

PINTS

ne
as
th
th
Is
lo

U. S. No. 1 Medium—Yellow Globe — Sweet — All Purpose.

U. S. No. I Medium-Green

*"Midget" Pilot...
operates for hours on•
cup of oil

KROGER(WEE

WHITE CORN 8
'
calls
KROGER JUICE 3.
"
HOMINY
1.0"2
KROGER MILK a
MIRACLE WHIP 3 16
MARGARINE 41:..
PEACHES
4
SARDINES 15
TOMATOES
PREM OR TREET 21:;:z $1

CABBAGE 50

*"Multi-Heat" Burner...
tops in oil heating

"Thrller"

"

87'

lo

